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T H E Paradise Lost I S S U E , O U R S E C O N D , I N C L U D E S S E V E R A L

novel excerpts and stories, poems from new and fam iliar voices, a
m em oir o f N e w Y o rk in the 6 0 s , and tw o literary essays, each o f
w hich takes on the m yth o f progress and the unpredictable evolu
tion o f culture. Lost love, lost innocence, lost p arad igm s.. .both a
fall from paradise and a kind o f freedom emerge from the world we
live in now.
Literature is a powerful way o f structuring experience and inter
preting it. Stories tend to repeat themselves, m aking sense o f new
experience in ligh t o f the old. O edipus, Sleep ing Beauty, H a m 
let. . .to name three characters and fate s.. .all underpin our psychic
assumptions about life, love, death, am bition, destiny, psychology,
gender, the individual, society, and the list goes on. M yth preceded
epic preceded dram a preceded the novel, each form reflecting
changes in how hum ankind view ed itself. It is through finding
new forms that we find new stories, which expand upon and change
the old, thus ourselves.
Language, w ith its unusual plasticity, has been fertile ground for
transform ations. M yriad historical shifts in consciousness have
found their w ay into how stories have been told and why. T h a t’s
how we got from Don Quixote to G ertrude Stein. W h a t’s next? Cer
tainly, evo lvin g consciousness about race and gender, w ar and
peace, glob alism , our place in nature, point to som ething new in
both subject matter and form, not to mention in the world. G lobal
C ity Review was started to reflect and define how we think o f our
selves now and what we w ill make o f the future. In a real sense,
w e’re open to suggestions. Essential or fascinating facts, passionate
th in kin g, post-m odern frames— all non-patriarchal perspectives
are o f interest.

LINSEY ABRAMS, EDITOR

The Inside Angel
by Jean Valentine

Back home, after a month away,
leaning on my night porch,
what had I come to? out of air,
nose at the glass... to this gold dress.
Nose at the glass: sweet inside world
where there was enough, enough, enough.
And here was my husband, the
grazer-beside, the distance sharer,
but not he, or I, but the inside angel
held open the glass door, and led us led us
in to our mother before we were born.

Tompkins Square
by Fredric Tuten

SO W I N T E R S E T IN A T L A S T . A N D W I T H T H E F I R S T

thrashing snow Rachel and I would sit by the kitchen stove
while a pot of oatmeal or farina quietly steamed and sim
mered on stove. Our drying socks and understuffs hang on a
line strung across the warming room while the windows rat
tle and strain against the wind. A pair of roaches, a bit slug
gish and goofy from the heat, climb the walls, then plop
down to the floor again. Rachel kicks out her foot and taps
one to death. I make tea. (Never buy tea bags— the ratio of
the cost to loose tea is enormous.)
Alone, then, no life stirring but ours, while the snow
builds little drifts on the window ledges.
Rachel asks me to take down the flour tin from the shelf,
and I bring it to table where the teapot is letting out its long
feather of steam. From the tin she removes two oatmeal
cookies the size of hamburgers. I munch away at mine while
Rachel nibbles at the edges of hers, and when I have finished
she has almost a whole one remaining, so prudent and thrifty
she is. But seeing my plight— left with three quarters of a
cup of tea and nothing to accompany it— Rachel cracks half
of hers and pushes it toward me.
(“As long as our civilization is essentially one of property,
of fences, of exclusiveness, it will be mocked by delusions.
Our riches will leave us sick.”)
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I take Rachel’s hand and kiss it. It smells of oatmeal and tea
and soap. (For personal use, the commonest soap will serve.
Rachel and I once tried making our own soap from accumu
lated scrapes of animal fat begged from butcher shops, but
the procedure was too time costly in proportion to the pen
nies saved.)
We clear away and wash cups and plate and tidy up the
kitchen— I do the broom work, Rachel the cloth and soap
jobs. How clean and tight our little kitchen, so inviting as to
want us to start the day over again with breakfast, immedi
ately. But we are too drowsy and in the thrall of bed. Thus to
our cozy bed.
Legs entwined and hands locked, warm we are in the bed
and in the cold room outside us; the heat from the kitchen is
slowly cooling until all the rooms are cold and everything
outside of ourselves and even the blankets over us are cold,
then freezing. Darkness and the cold inspire confidences, so
that we prattle more than we have over the whole day’s blab
and utilitarian chatter. Rachel’s hand’s now warming itself
between my legs.
Rachel: Love, sometimes I think I was bom for you.
Henry: And I sometimes you.
Rachel: Did you you lock the door?
Henry: Did you put away the milk?
Rachel: Are you in the mood to make love?
Henry: Are you in the mood to make love?
Rachel: Can we afford a movie this week?
Henry: Reruns on Eighth Street maybe.
(3 )
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Rachel: Julian Armstrong wants to have kids with me
anytime I want to.
Henry: Julian Armstrong will tell you anything he thinks
you want to hear.
Rachel: Do you or do you not want to get to the business of
life and do something fruitful?
Henry: Rachel, this life is bearing me more fruits than I
can take.
(“He dwells so exclusively in the world of ideas that the
world of facts seems trifling; nothing is worth the while; and
he has been so long objectless and purposeless, so far as actual
life is concerned, that when at last an object and an aim are
forced upon him, he cannot deal with them .. . ”)
Rachel: Someday soon you will have to think about your
goals, if you have any.
Henry: In thinking about them I think I will have to think
even more.
I’m tired from the effort of explanations and breathe a
coward’s sigh into the pillow. Rachel turns to me, the aroma
of packed snow and young wolf snug in its pine lair. And I, a
wolf of no purpose, nip her neck and nip her fur. The moon
turns off over Avenue D, and we let go of ourselves, and soon
slip away into the cold streams of the night.

(4 »

The Tacit
by Ann Lauterbach

Look how torpid
how, in uncanny knacks, we desire
aversion.
The train will not switch tracks.
Nor any able spy, any sequence thus plumbed.
Look how I have eyed your profile
and announced my wish
to apply my wish
that is, to conclude.
That would be that.
We would be former, estranged, then not know
even our fingers, forget
how ample the tongue is in another language.
A ceremony would then pronounce us.
There would be a sense a watch had fallen
into a river. There would be those
birds, the black ones with red flashing,
chasing in low bushes by water. There would be
enthusiasm, as of many days
folded into one promenade, one terrace or font.

(5 )
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You could say
I live now in this avuncular tree
and that house must vanish because
I loved once too often, or twice, or for life.
Woman spoon, timeless clock, man
capsizing in perpetuity.
I fell upon my desire with wild teeth.
An uneasiness like a veil: Weburn’s Opus 5.

(61

Arm s Reach, Harm’s Way
by Ann Lauterbach

Things are not cured by resilience.
Thrash, thrash wept the amputated tree
unable to lean, starved of its hair.
A group of men
wanted to avenge, wanted
to truncate the city to make everyone
scream.
On the bateau, in wild heat
children laughed through the history lesson
through the great facades in the Year of Friendly Fire.
Her friend looked away
subverting fate
because o f the wound,
saying I disapprove
of the personality of the street
which cannot be arranged. Henceforth,
two out of three curtains must be closed.
In fiction’s unhinged seat
in the hesitant new

17 )
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resting under a heavy shadow
unbodied in febrile need
and from afar, far in that land
song of the first bird
pressure in the throat
gospel devoted to mercy
a zone a hinge
out of the discursive enclosure
long frieze of furious goddesses
wrath of the drunken boy
in the Home for Depraved Girls
in the Department of Recent Arrivals

2.
My name is an unsolved
equation I come toward you
I ask you to meet me
at twilight in the unfinished part of the story
in the small grotto in the room with giraffes
and a man with a string
when it is raining
when all the maps are spread on the desk

(8)
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where the towels where the nest fell
1 write to you
from the place of habit but today I am young
I am merely a slant perpetually drawn
into spelling
My name is a tall man, blond,
who takes me for a walk along the Street of Books
in the Year of the Mouth who has not forgotten
how to kiss
My friend says
but in order to fix it
you must have a sense of
prior perfection she says light fire beauty I say
toward and rage of the weed and etymology and starvation.
I say the change or revolution which does not produce
the conclusion or final event
catastrophe as definition
the wall that was.

3-

Where we come from
abides as choice
it is the way of avowal.

19 )
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• ARM S RE ACH,

HARM'S WAY

Have you remembered to take all your belongings with you?
Today all distance is completely summer.
If you open the curtains you will see
the evil wires the broken lock the rifles
the plot
dark crevices of diminished weight
the lesson of the open hand your mother’s maiden name.
You will hear
a cluster of pilgrims undaunted by speed
flagrant as any transparency
the indelible scheme of the wish
a parade for no reason
an apricot thud where the limb was.

( io)

L a Banlieue: Life on the Edge
by Marguerite Feitlowitz

ONE

OF

THE

MOST

R EM A R K A B L E — AND

remarked-on— books recently to appear in France is a travel
book comme des Itvres d ’antan, inspired by such authors as Fa
Xian and Christopher Columbus. O ff they went, a writer and
a photographer (whose pictures have been likened to Arab
tales and African palavers) to look at the land and learn about
how the people live, work, eat, struggle, suffer, and celebrate.
They followed trails of the region s legendary past, sought to
understand its mysterious, alien present. They were haunted
by the idea of borders, “this world of borders, so frightening
to us all.” The book, Les passagers du Roissy-Express [Pas
sengers on the Roissy-Express, 1990], is the record, written
by Fran^oise Maspero and photographed by Anaik Frantz, of
one month spent traveling by commuter train to thirty-eight
places in the Parisian banlieue.
Maspero writes of himself and collaborator:
Both Parisians, they had seen the slow transformation o f their
lively neighborhoods into showcases and then museums, she
in Montparnasse, he in Saint Paul near the rue Saint Antoine.
T h ey’d seen a whole class o f artisans, workers, small busi
nesses— everything that makes a Parisian street what it is—
leave. Renovations, rent hikes, building sales had chased out
those o f modest means, old people, young couples, and there
fore children. W here did they go? To the periphery. L a ban-

( 11 )
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lieue. Paris had become one big commercial district, a cultural
Disneyland. W here had all the life gone? L a banlieue. I f the
center was empty, then it couldn’t be the center anymore.
A nd didn’t that mean that now the real center was “all
around?” 1

These passengers on the Roissy-Express are not alone in
their curiosity about what lies beyond the gates of Paris. La
banlieue has recently inspired some of France’s finest writers,
including Marguerite Duras, Didier Daeninckx, Francois
Bon, Marie Ndiaye, and Jean Echenoz. For close to a decade
now, la banlieue has been a major focus of social discourse in
France. Since 19 8 1, there have been major uprisings in poor
suburbs of Lyon, Paris, and Marseille. Places that were in
visible prior to the hot summers o f the early 1980s suddenly
became proverbial, symbolic.2 On the one hand, they repre
sented societal collapse; on the other, a sort of new frontier.
As novelist Jean Echenoz (whose last work, Lac [Lake], is set
outside Paris) said in a conversation earlier this year, “La ban
lieue is so heteroclite. It may be the last unpredictable place,
where absolutely anything can happen.”3
La banlieue, a Latin term (1banleuca) that entered French
somewhere between the late twelfth and early thirteenth
centuries, is not easily rendered in English. The closest
equivalent is “suburb,” but that communicates only a small
part of this story— say the chapters that take place in tran
quil, genteel communities like Argenteuil or Saint-Germain-en-Laye. Suburb, which suggests lawns, gardens, and
uncongested housing, is a misnomer for places like Aubervilliers, a decidedly urban community, a linchpin in the “red
belt,” the ring of working-class municipalities run, since the
(12)
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1920s, by the French Communist party. Nor does “suburb”
capture La Defense, whose immaculate, looming towers can
be seen from downtown Paris. Ultra-planned, postmodern,
and self-sufficient, La Defense is quintessential^ bon chic, bon
genre, or Euro-Yuppie. (La Defense is the setting for Eric
Rohmer’s Boyfriends and Girlfriends.) Nothing in La Defense
is natural— even the idyllic lake and forest were fashioned—
and everything works with the efficiency of a machine. The
crudest irony would be to refer to the “new cities” (les villes
nouvelles), built for workers under DeGaulle in the 1960s, as
“suburbs.” Distinguished by gigantic residential towers and
organized according to a strict segregation of living and com
mercial space, the “ new cities” were intended to house as
many workers with as little expense as possible. Banished
were the squares, parks, and cafes traditional to French towns
and villages. Designed to house tens of thousands, many
“new cities” lack high schools. In these cultural wastelands,
towers and streets have names like Renoir, Debussy, and
Blaise Pascal. Children play on what are called green spaces,
which in reality are enormous, bare expanses of concrete.
Constructed from the cheapest, most ephemeral materials,
most of the “new cities” today are frightful slums. With high
concentrations of Arabs, Africans, and Asians who came to
France as immigrant workers— and who now live with large
(sometimes polygamous) families in but one or two rooms,
often without functioning bathrooms or hot water— these
places are breeding grounds for diseases like typhoid, tu
berculosis, and diphtheria, and for social ills that foment the
xenophobic, right-wing madness ofJean-Marie Le Pen. People
don’t live in these places by choice, or even by default. This is
(13 I
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public housing, and unless residents are squatters or illegal
aliens, they are assigned to live there by the government.
What struck Maspero— and haunts most of the novelists,
as well— is “the vague impression, due to the poor building
materials, that everything is unfinished.”4 And therefore,
impermanent.
One of Mitterand’s early initiatives was directed at Les
4000, a “new city” erected just outside Paris in i960. The in
stallation was never given a proper name; “4000” referred to
the number of housing units it contained. After about twen
ty years, Les 4000 was an undisputed failure. In order to head
off a social explosion, Mitterand arranged for one of the
residential towers (the Debussy) to be imploded in an
elaborate public ceremony, live on TV. Everyone who was
anyone was there— as though it were a ribbon-cutting— and
afterward there was a ceremonial glass of wine. The building
was destroyed in a mere ten seconds. ”1 can’t believe it’s
gone,” a child who had lived there was quoted as saying. It
was the only home he’d ever known. A scraggly lawn and
single skinny tree were planted later to mark the spot. Those
living in the remaining tower avoid the little green, com
plaining they still feel “haunted by the ghost of Debussy.”
Most, but not all, of the Debussy residents were relocated.
The government took advantage of the occasion to winnow
the population of certain foreigners.
In current writing on la banlieue, a great deal of attention is
paid to architecture and construction materials. Concrete
(often porous, cracked, and sprayed with graffiti), glass (much
of it broken), and rusted metal have definitely captured the
Active eye and imagination. It’s not so much that writers are

( 141
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using these elements metaphorically; rather, they’re meditat
ing on the feelings, experiences, memories, and stories that
arise from being sheltered by such materials.
In Decor Ciment [Decor: Cement, 1 988], Francois Bon writes,
“At the edges of the cities, men are interchangeable; on every
landing the doors are identical, so you give in to it, because
that’s what chose you, that’s what you were allotted, but you
know very well that it could have been somebody else.”5 The
novel, set in a low-income housing project in Bobigny (out
side Paris), consists of four alternating monologues from
characters at once closely linked and profoundly ignorant of
each other’s lives. Says Goello, a trucker: “Those of us in the
towers put it like this: everyone in his own box, speaking his
own language, no longer understanding anyone else’s.”6 For
Laurin, a sculptor who is squatting in a gas station within the
project,
Insomnia is worse here: there are spotlights constantly
trained on the factories.. .flooding the night w ith a trans
lucent, bluish halo, so that secrets are impossible. Guards
patrol the deserted streets, three at a time, w ith their sticks
and a dog. Every n ight, at exactly the same tim e...m ilitary
convoys roll past on the train tracks east o f Paris. Sometimes
the image o f a single enormous tank, pulled by a speeding
locomotive, appears on m y windowpane; usually there’s a
long chain o f platform cars carrying vehicles o f caissons, often
w ith canons. One can barely comprehend the reasons for such
traffic, and w hy it is important.7

The current interest in la banlieue has roots in the great
populist tradition of French literature. In fiction, the first ap
pearance of lepetitpeuple is found in Eugene Sue’s Les Mystbes

05»
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de Paris, first published serially in 1842-43. This unprece
dented work, set in a suburban district called City of the
Devil (La cite du demon), advanced ideas like social security,
health care, and workers’ credit unions. Maxime Leroy, a
major historian of socialism, holds that Sue prepared a
favorable climate for the Revolution of 1848. He greatly in
fluenced Victor Hugo, Balzac, and Zola. His work also gave
rise to the roman a quat’ sous, or three-penny novel, sold in
working-class markets. Closer to our own day, Mac Orlan,
Cendrars, and Queneau are referred to as “ les fortifs,” because
many of their characters live just beyond the gates, or for
tifications, of Paris. Proletarian writers like Henry Poulaille,
Christiane Rochefort, and Jean Vautrin also wrote classic
works on la banlieue*
Unlike Sue, who was born to the upper class, Didier
Daeninckx was born into a working-class family of the
Parisian “red belt,” where he lives and works to this day. He
left school at sixteen and worked as a printer for twelve years
before writing his first novel. The author of twelve impec
cably crafted books of fiction, Daeninckx is one of the most
respected writers in France. He is known for his unyielding
personal integrity and independence from any literary group.
He is at once a writers writer, and an outspoken champion of
the wounded and the oppressed. Francois Bon, a close friend
of Daeninckx, has written, “ ...[his work is rooted} in those
places of collective shame where he digs around, those places
he brings back to us (the clocharde in Mort en Pile [Death on the
Island] really exist and so do her dogs, just like the guy squat
ting in one of Le Corbusier’s buildings in Playback). They are
not just metaphors. But that’s where he begins his work,
(16)
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weaving back together the treads of anonymous collective
memory where behind each image are enormous lodes of
shame.”9
Though they transcend the genre, most of Daeninckx’s
books are published in la serie noire. All are sparked by a true
incident or chain of events, and are based on scrupulous on
site research. One of his best-known works, Lumiere Noire
[Black Light], published by Gallimard in 1987, was written
six months after local police, fronting for the federal govern
ment, illegally rounded up and deported 10 1 immigrants
from Mali. Most of the Maliens had been living in Les Filiettes, a project in Aubervilliers, referred to by Le Pen types as
the Casbah. “The whole thing was a ‘gag’ on the part of the
government,” Daeninckx told me last winter. “They wanted
people to think they were doing something about ‘the im
migrant problem.’ So the police came here, did their round
up routine, and hid the Maliens in a hotel at the airport.
They’d kept an entire floor of this hotel empty, so as to have
it at their disposal. What got me going was there were 1 o 1 of
them. It was bizarre; there was one too many. It had to be
symbolic.” 70 On the basis of that detail, Daeninckx got the
idea that the 10 1st Malien had been witness to something he
shouldn’t have seen— a murder committed, and being
covered up, by the police. In the novel, Yves Guyot, a
reformed ex-con whose best friend was the one murdered,
resolves to get to the bottom of things. His quest takes him
from Les Fillettes to Bamako to the Malien Bush. “ In Lumiere
Noire, Bamako is a banlieue of Paris,” said Daeninckx. “When
you stop to think about how Francophone Africa was broken,
how the working class was destroyed
Bamako, by plane, is

(17 >
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two hours from Paris. Those cities are tied to each other, and
neither can escape.”
La banlieue lends itself quite naturally to la serie noire. For
Daeninckx, the genre is more a strategy than a style, a means
to acutely criticize French society. “And of course,” says
Daeninckx,
It has strong roots in the American tradition. John Dos
Passos, Steinbeck, Ja ck London, Chester H im es, Raym ond
Chandler, Jim Thompson, H em ingway. T h a t’s an extraordi
nary crucible. I’ve lately been reading Sinclair, and though
there are certain fairly obvious novelistic flaws, it’s very
strong. W hen I first read Sinclair, at the age o f seventeen, it
made an indelible impression. W h a t links all these writers is
that the fiction is so carefully grounded in reality, in personal
lived experience. And that’s where the Am erican serie noire
comes together w ith the great French tradition o f Zola,
H ugo, and Balzac. You see this clearly in Simenon— a writer
many have disparaged for having written four hundred
novels— but still he was a great writer. A n d he was a court
reporter who followed hundreds o f cases. For all the writers
I ’ve just mentioned, that contact w ith people, w ith their
society, imbued them, their characters, w ith great humanity.
So in choosing to write in the serie noire it was w ith this in
mind. To write about all that’s going w rong, but to do it with
humanity.

Patrick Raynal, a novelist and scholar who directs two serie
noire lines for Gallimard, holds that the banlieue is
.. .the great inspiration for the new wave, the neo-polar [neo
detective m ystery] o f the 19 8 0 s. W e are all children o f 1 9 6 8 .
T h at’s where the work gets its political, ironic cast. W e are

{ 18}
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also sons o f the Am erican roman noir and B movies. T he major
influence o f the Am erican novel on the French is that so m uch
Am erican w riting is behaviorist. A n d that connects w ith the
great psychological novels o f nineteenth-century France. The
neo-polar also has certain links to the punk movement in
music. A s far as I’m concerned, the neo-polar was the only sus
tained cultural reaction against the 19 8 0 s , which were like a
foretaste o f hell. ' '

Raynal’s Nice-Est, set in a slum east of Nice, appeared in
1988 as part of a series, done by SOS Racisme and the
publishing house Calmann-Levy, in which novelists were
commissioned to address current racial strife. “O f all the
cities in France, Nice is the most hypocritical about its banlieues,” says Raynal. “Directly across from the airport are
hideous slums and shantytowns. During the tourist season,
they are hidden with enormous screens painted with
luxuriant Mediterranean landscapes.” Close to ninety per
cent of those living in Nice-Est are Arabs.
Raynal’s novel is spiced, here and there, with phrases in
American English; the music played in cafes and cars and
over ghetto blasters also tends to come from the States. The
tone, pacing, and hero are Chandleresque. For all that, the
book is deeply rooted in Ni^oise history and current events.
It’s particularly acute on the bigotry between first-genera
tion French and recent immigrants. Like Daeninckx, Raynal
took off from a recent scandal involving French treatment of
Arabs. The book’s hero is one Spinelli, a French-Calabrian
collection agent. Tough-talking and not above the occasional
racial slur himself, he is blackmailed by his boss (a supporter
of Le Pen) into making a supposedly infamous Arab kingpin
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cough up his neighborhood’s back rent. After a few hal
lucinatory days in the “Casbah,” where he is falsely impli
cated in a murder, Spinelli learns that the land on which the
project is built has actually been sold by the local govern
ment to a foreign investor who intends to raze the slum,
deport the inhabitants, and build luxury housing. Spinelli
exposes the scandal, but at great personal loss. Lest he be
killed by the local Mafia, he must leave his beloved city.
“For me,” says Raynal, “the polar is a fairy tale, a fairy tale
for adults. Finally, it’s highly moral literature, concerned
with ultimate questions concerning good and evil.”
The unrelieved day-to-day is the focus of Carol Mann’s La
Douceur du Foyer [Home Sweet Home], published in France in
19 9 1. The novel consists of the diary kept for one year by
Isabelle Mercier, a housewife in "red” Malakoff, just south of
Paris. “I set out to write a story about a life where nothing
happens,” said Mann, who was dubbed: “The Georges Sand
of Malakoff,” by Le Monde, the largest French daily. “I wanted
it to be typically banlieue. Isabelle is part pied-noir [born of
French parents in Algeria], her husband is half-Armenian,
her brother-in-law votes Le Pen.” 12 Much of Isabelle’s time
(and that of most everyone she knows) is spent chez McDo
(that’s French for McDonald’s) and at the SuperM (super
market). At home, she watches Dynasty or Dallas; her kids
prefer Barbie and Donald Duck. Children, particularly girls,
are named for characters on American soap operas (one of
Isabelle’s daughters is Jennifer.) Very few references are
specifically French; Mann has drawn the portrait of a dispiritingly bland, global-consumer culture in what had once
been an idealistic, communally oriented, working-class
(20}
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town. Isabelle, previously a secretary at a Parisian fashion
magazine, has secret literary yearnings. But her cultural
references don’t seem to include literature; her characters and
plot devices are straight from escapist TV. She’s eaten up
with the feeling that “people like me don’t write books.”
Her banlteusarde rage and frustration are clearly expressed
through her novel’s heroine, who single-handedly burns
down the center of Paris: “The wind fed the flames and soon
all of the Place Vendome was in blazes...the fire swept
through the Boulevard des Capucines and Montmartre,
having engulfed the Opera...There were some twenty mil
lion deaths, counting the pigeons.. .but all that, Roxane
learned only later.” 73 The book has done well critically and in
bookstores. “Wherever I’m invited,” said Mann, “people say
the same thing; ‘That’s my life. I didn’t know one could write
real books about lives like mine.’”
La banlieue is deeply inscribed in Marie Ndiaye’s last novel,
En Famille (1 990), about a young woman’s doomed search for
her roots. Though ultimately a tragic tale of rupture and
alienation in which Fanny will be denied “citizenship” in
both her ancestors’ village and her mother’s banlieue, the
novel’s form is that of the picaresque, with chapterheads
linked to the action (like “Eugene Goes Away.”) A whole
series of chapterheads (including “The Apartment,” “The
Supermarket,” “The Beauty Salon,” “The Moviehouse,” and
“The Public Garden”) are devoted to elements of the self-suf
ficient “new city” where the protagonist’s mother (who will
eventually disown her) lives. From “The Apartment”: “The
living room looked out on the belt parkway; in spite of the
noise, Fanny’s mother considered it the most agreeable
(21)
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room.. .sitting on the couch, she liked to watch the cars
heading toward the city, and she’d seen some spectacular ac
cidents. In this modern living room...one never got
bored.. .” 74 Ndiaye writes brilliantly on confusion, loss, and
helpless guilt in the face of ravaged continuity. From a chap
ter called “Changes in the Village,” a monologue by one of
Fanny’s aunts:
For a while now, our village...h as been undergoing in
numerable changes, so that it no longer looks like a tradition
al village, but a group of dwellings grouped by chance in one
place, or scattered there without coherence... .But can we still
call it a village? The butcher, the baker, the grocery, and the
delicatessen, have all disappeared from the church square;
their shop windows, all whited over, are covered with adver
tisements

hastily

pasted

up,

and

thoughtlessly

torn

d o w n ....If our merchants have closed shop, it is surely our
fault. I don’t regret it for the merchandise; the supermarket
has more, and at better prices. But in the morning, walking
along the main street, the desolate sadness o f those closed
shops, o f the sidewalk where no one stops anym ore...grabs
me painfully, and I no longer know what I ’m supposed to
prefer.... The church itself is closed more than it is o p en ....
N o one has the slightest reason to go to this dead square, the
deserted main street, the village [has no] center__ W e don’t
know the inhabitants o f those new developments; the people
all look identical to u s .... Is it...th e ir identical houses that
give us the feeling that over and over again w e’re meeting the
same person, reproduced?2^

In the whole novel there’s not a single place name. The
universe of En Famille is at once meticulously described and
completely anonymous.
( 22 }
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Marguerite Duras’s beautifully written La Pluie d’Ete
[Summer Rain], published in France in 1990, captures the in
scrutability of Vitry, a poor banlieue outside Paris. Everything
in the novel is mysterious— the mother’s origins, the parents’
identification with the famous subjects of the biographies
they devour, the spellbinding beauty of all their children, the
genius of their eldest son. It’s a family in which the parents
don’t work and the kids rarely, if ever, go to school. There is
abandonment, incest, madness, and deep, laceratingly ten
der love. Among themselves the family communicates at the
level of subtext; to outsiders, hardly anything these people
say makes sense. And yet the family has a haunting, magnetic
charm. In her inimitable way, Duras sends up educators, so
cial workers, and the legions of journalists who have “done”
la banlieue. But she has accomplished far more. In Summer
Rain, social, economic, and political injustice have reached
the intensity of cosmic hurt. The family’s slum is to be
destroyed, its rubble cleared away:
For weeks the dying throes o f the old highw ay shook the hills
o f Vitry, rattling the rickety buildings in the little streets run
ning down to the port, the birds, the dogs, the children.
Then everything went quiet.
A new and echo-less silence descended. Even the sound o f the
sea had disappeared, along w ith the foreign communities
driven from their homes on the banks o f the river.'6

In the afterword to her novel, Duras describes Vitry as “a
terrifying suburb, hard to locate and ill-defined...the least
literary place imaginable.. .” 17 But what is a “literary place?”
(23)
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Places are said to be “literary” because they have tradition
ally been so. Judging from recent French fiction, places like
Vitry and Les 4000 are indeed “literary,” but in ways that we
are just beginning to know.
From a conversation with Didier Daeninckx, in Aubervilliers,
February 3, 1992:
“I’ve taken part in numerous round-tables and discussions
on the theme of la banlieue. And almost always, most of the
people on those panels live in the most privileged neighbor
hoods of Paris. I have the impression that, for them, the ban
lieue represents regret and guilt, for they know that’s where
the excluded ones live, where the excluded ones have always
lived. There is also fascination, but that comes into play with
their guilt.
“In France, people become fascinated with things at the
moment they are about vanish. Like with heavy industry,
which basically has disappeared. We have museums now that
are devoted to work, museums all about iron and steel. As
soon as the thing ceases to exist, it becomes an object of
reflection. But when it still could have been saved, no one
really did anything, no one was really interested. Frankly,
that’s how I regard much of the attention now being paid to
la banlieue.
“But the regret takes another form, too. A regret for what
Paris once was. Think of the photographs taken by Robert
Doisneau: the bride next to the coal seller next to the old
grandma next to the clochard next to the worker taking his
break. That really did exist, I experienced it. I used to be a
printer in the Latin Quarter. Everyone in the neighborhood
would have lunch together in the Theatre Mouffetarde,
(24)
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which no longer exists. Actors, musicians, workers in their
blue overalls... Life was hard, but there was a real sense of
community. Paris has been stripped of that richness. And so
places like Aubervilliers and Saint-Denis have a nostalgic ap
peal, if you will. They’re like hidden, living memories of
Paris.
“There’s a project nearby, Les 4000, that has come to sym
bolize dereliction. But that’s not the whole story. There’s a
black man living there, a sweeper. No one pays him much at
tention, he just goes about his business. It turns out that he
was one of the Warrior Chiefs of Mozambique. Aubervilliers
remains marked by the Spanish immigration during the
Civil War. This was one of the most important centers of
resistance, and some of the former leaders of the Republican
Army still live here. There’s so much history here, so many
people who were terribly important in crucial world events. I
could tell you scores of stories. I could point people out on the
street, almost without stopping.”
1 Francois Maspero, Lespassagers du Roissy-Express (Paris: Fiction
& Cie, Editions du Seuil, 1990), pp. 2 4 —2 5 . M y translation. Unless
otherwise noted, the translations from books cited are mine.
2The “ hot summers” of the 1980s refers to violent uprisings of North
African youth against police in various banlieues. Protest was
sparked by specific instances of racist police brutality. The most
violent protests were in 19 8 1 and 19 8 3 in the til/ (project) of Les
Minguettes, outside Lyon; and in 1 9 9 1 in Vaux-en-Velin, also out
side Lyon. There were also uprisings in Sartrouville and Maintes-laJolie, outside Paris. In all incidents at least one North African male
had been killed needlessly and illegally by the police. One of the
most tragic incidents took place during the Moslem festival of
Ramadan in "Les 4000 de la Courneuve.” A nine-year-old boy was
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fatally shot because the guard in one of the residential towers was
annoyed by the Bengal lanterns, etc., of the Ramadan celebrations.
The above incidents also sparked anti-racist marches— notably
one in Paris on June 1 5 , 1 9 8 5 — and other government and com
munity-based efforts to address racism.
W hile I was in France researching this piece, Les Temps Modemes
(No. 5 4 5 5 4 6 , December 19 9 1 January 19 9 2) published a special
section, “B A N L IE U E S : relegationoucitoyennet.. . ” [Relegation
or Citizenship], which focuses on the ramifications of exclusion;
and A C T E S de la Recherche en sciences sociales devoted an entire issue
(December 19 9 1) to “La souffrance” [Suffering], with several essays
on particular banlieues and housing projects. In the last year, the
major weeklies have all done special dossiers on la banlieue. See, for
example, LeNouvelObservateur, June 20 26 , 19 9 1 . The monthly
book review Lire also ran a special focus, “La Banlieue est un
Roman” [La banlieue is a novel] in its October 1 9 9 1 issue.
In the U.S., French Politics and Society reviewed three books on
the Parisian “ red belt” in its W inter 19 9 2 issue.
For additional background, I am pleased to cite conversations
with Annie Cohen-Solal, Daniel Lindenberg, and Christian Bachmann, March 5, 19 9 2.
On March 3, 19 9 2 , the French government organized a major
cabinet-level conference on how to address the urgent problems as
sociated with la banlieue.
te lep h o n e interview, February 12 ,1 9 9 2 .
4Maspero, op. cit., p. 18 7.
5Francois Bon, DkorCiment (Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1988),
p.26.
6Bon, p. 2 1 7 .
7Bon, p. 20 2.

8

Henri Poulaille, Lepain quotidien ( 1 9 3 1 ) , Seul dans la vie quatorzeans
(19 80 ); Christiane Rochefort, Les petits enfants du sikle ( 19 6 1); Jean
Vautrin, B illy -Z e -K ic k iiy j4).

9Francois Bon, “ Postface,” Quartierdu Globey by Didier Daeninckx
(Montreuil: Folies d’encre, 1989), pp. 4 9 —50.
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IOI met with Daeninckx in Aubervilliers on February 3, 19 9 2 .

111 interviewed Reynal at his home in Paris on February 1 1 , 1 9 9 2 .
12 From a conversation with Mann in Malakoff, February 4 , 1 9 9 2 .
13 Carol Mann, La douceur du foyer ( Paris: Editions Seghers, 19 9 1),
P-253 14M arieNdiaye, Ew/vzw///* (Paris: Editions deM inuit, 1990), p. 130.
1 5Ndiaye, pp. 2 0 3-2 0 4 .
l6Marguerite Duras, Summer Rain, translated by Barbara Bray (New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 19 9 2), p. 1 1 6 . The book was
originally published as P/uied’ete (Paris: P.O .L., 1990).
17 Duras, (Bray, trans.),p. 1 4 5 .
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Summer In N ew 'York
by Doris, Judy, Lucy L., Suzan, Hazel, Julie,
A ida, Gertie, Mamie, Lois, Suzie

On one street on the West Side the following
People owe for the following items—
Robbie for three months worth of Advil.
Hector for sixteen Sprites.
Suzie for one case of Orvieto.
David for two small stolen dogs.
Georgina for three rhubarb pies that were
Cooling near the kitchen door at
Tavern on the Green.
Beside the pool on 43 rd Street
A plastic leg is set in a black shoe.
The leg is wearing a blue sock.
The man who belongs to the leg is
Swimming with a snorkel and a flipper on the
Good leg, going up and down.
The Port Authority has new seats that are too narrow for sit
ting. They can only be used for leaning, by this, small people
who might want to lean.
There is a market at Union Square where vendors sell bread
and flowers and all kinds of fruits and vegetables year round.
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But summer is the best time!
Summer in New York.
People wearing almost nothing.
Playing in Washington Square Park,
There is a lightness, a carefree feeling
Everywhere.
The signs say “Clean up after your dog.”
$10 0 .0 0 fine, etc.
As one looks up at the tall buildings
One doesn’t have to watch what she
Is putting her foot into.
Monday, next week, I’ll be in Maine.
Who will I read with?
The lobsters?

(29 1

Tommie
by Margaret Erhart

I WAS P R E G N A N T W I T H H E L E N , W E L L I N T O MY

pregnancy, when Jeanne Ann came to visit. The first time
since little Faith’s burial. She had been, for a day, that child’s
godmother. I was excited as hell to see her. Frank was less so.
For one thing, whenever she came, she and I sat inside for
hours at a stretch, watching doubleheaders. It was the one
thing I could comfortably do with a bowling ball on my belly,
and it was faintly athletic. I was supposed to be walking to
bring the baby down, to get her moving. Why not baseball? I
knew I had a little girl inside me. Don’t ask me how I knew, I
just knew. Faith’s little emissary, her thank you card.
Frank doesn’t like baseball. He doesn’t understand it. He
understands it the way he understands women, as compli
cated geometry around which men maneuver in order to gain
points and win. So he moped in the kitchen while the two
gals hooted in the living room. We had a great time. We
drank beer in the middle of the day. A week went by. Who
was taking care of Brighton? We were, I suppose. Jeanne Ann
was. She loved kids, believe it or not. He was a very shy and
serious three-year-old, just her kind of man. And then in the
middle of the fun, Frank ruined it. He said go home. He gave
her the boot. I didn’t stand up to him for once, I blame it on
the pregnancy. Though it should have been me banished
from the house. It should have been both of us.
( 30)
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Jeanne Ann was a little bit drunk one night, which in itself
riled my abstemious husband, and she said something about
wasn’t it funny that people got married. That was Frank’s
cue. He said it didn’t seem funny, it seemed very natural, and
Jeanne Ann said what she meant was wasn’t it funny the three
of us (I remember thinking four, baby inside me) were re
writing history in a way.
“You lost me on that one,” he said.
“We’re all lost,” said Jeanne Ann, and laughed in her mar
velous, mouth-open way. “I named your wife, Frank. That’s a
piece of history I bet you never knew.” It wasn’t true. I named
myself and Jeanne Ann was there. “I named her after Eleanor
Roosevelt’s lover. Don’t give me that look. Yes, a woman. But
in our little version, Tommie gets Franklin and Jeanne Ann
gets who knows who.”
That was as far as it went. I thought it was innocent enough.
I thought / was innocent enough. That was what mattered.
We all went to bed. It was a tiny, two-bedroom house, and
Jeanne Ann slept downstairs with Brighton, on one of his
twin beds. Frank went up to our room and I stayed behind as I
had every night of our visit to kiss her goodnight— or good
bye. It felt like both. They were not profound kisses. We
didn’t struggle and tear at each other’s clothing, though we
did for the moment of the kiss instinctively retreat to her
bedroom where I always checked my son’s sleep before our lips
met. I was a mother, so new to it, so newly reasonable since the
death of Faith, I didn’t believe it was possible to be two things
at once, mother and lover both. This stood between me and
Frank. It troubled us. It muddied our marriage. And I as
sumed, had assumed until that night, that what held true for
I3 i »
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husband and wife, held true for the world. They had not been
lovers’ kisses, mine and Jeanne Ann’s. They had been heart
and innocence.
This night I checked Brighton’s breathing and found, as
always, the steady rhythm of sleep. “Why do you do that?”
she whispered. We stood behind the half-closed door and she
embraced me over the hump of my belly. “He’s three years
old. He won’t go away. If they get this far, Tommie, they’re
here. Don’t you know that?”
She was shorter than I. She reached up and pushed the hair
from my forehead. Until that moment I’d thought what con
cerned me was Brighton’s awakeness, not his aliveness. But
she was right. It was a ritual to ward off death, this checking,
and the boil in my stomach wasn’t the anticipation of what
had been, after all, a series of sedate bedtime kisses. It was fear
for my little son, for his life. Thank you Jeanne Ann.
Knowledge unleashes hormones, Tommie’s maxim #4. We
kissed in the doorway for a long time, not by moonlight, nor
starlight, but in the yellow wash of Brighty’s Donald Duck
nightlight. Only when he turned over in his sleep did we stop.
Frank came down for a glass of milk, just like a little boy,
and I went upstairs with him to be a married woman again.
In a lucid moment in bed I wondered what he knew, this man
beside me. He was awake too, which meant he knew some
thing. He’s the kind of man who can sleep eight hours, dead
to the world as they say. His head hits the pillow and he’s
gone. A third of the day is accounted for. And he says he
doesn’t even dream. I don’t envy him that, though the easy
sleep anyone would be jealous of. I waited to see if one of us
would start talking. Neither of us did. It was a restless bed.
(32)
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In the morning after an awkward breakfast, he had me
drive him to the station so we could have a few minutes alone.
He kissed me in the car, just to make sure all the old feelings
were intact.
He must have decided they were or they weren’t, because
he kissed me again with unusual passion. Sometimes I forget
men don’t know how to talk. The kiss went on and on. I
remember the thought crossed my mind to be embarrassed
in front of his commuting pals who pulled up on either side
of us with their erect wives driving. I never liked Frank’s kis
ses. That’s the truth and I won’t keep it from you. I liked him
inside me though. I like penetration. The penis is a useful
tool, and just remote enough, physically distant from my face
enough, to allow me to let go and dream. I try not to put
someone else in his place when we’re making love. That
seems desperate, sad, and cheap. We still manage to make
love once a week, that might surprise you. I do love him in
those moments, a few moments a week. His vulnerability is
astonishing. Any man’s is. What I want is for him to come to
me in that openness more often. I don’t even ask for it all the
time. I don’t even ask for a sensual, sexy lover. Though God,
I miss having sex with someone, good old unreasonable sex.
Love-making is such a sedate and acceptable pastime for a
married couple. But sex.
I have a few opinions on why women make better lovers,
but I’ll hold off on them. No I won’t. We’re all adults here.
I’ll tell you right now. The fine hairs are more sensitive,
making the entire skin more sensitive to touch. The body
that’s trained genetically to wake when a baby cries, not just
any baby, but that body’s baby, will be more alert to subtlety
(33 )
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of all kinds. Like when to change the rhythm of a fuck. Or
when not to. The slightest restlessness of her lover, the first
intrusion of a dumb thought, the smallest shift away from
wild mind and she knows. She lets you get away with noth
ing except the whole possession of your own pleasure. Bodies
are so ludicrous. A tongue can hold you captive. Two fingers
in the right place at the right time can knock your socks off.
Saliva can be the slippery road you ride to heaven. Maybe
someday I’ll have sex again, that sex. Sex where only my
children have been, before they fell out of me, slippery fish,
and breathed air.
Frank caught his train and I stopped by the butcher for a
flank steak, then went home. It was a sweltering Ju ly day.
Brighton was running naked around the house, ahead of
Jeanne Ann who was chasing him with a towel. “Mommy!”
he shrieked. “ 1 have prickly heat!” Jeanne Ann had just given
him a baking soda bath. Such a serious boy, and he was clearly
in love with her. I let them be. I always welcomed a break
from every child I had, even Faith, especially Faith. They take
over your life, even if you’re careful, and I liked my life, thank
you. I wanted to hold onto it as long as I could. It was nice to
have another woman in the house, someone with instincts,
unruffled by chaos, explosions of milk all over the floor, glue
on the furniture, sudden tears for unobvious reasons. I won’t
say Jeanne Ann was good with kids; not because she wasn’t,
she and Brighton got along famously. But as she pointed out,
he was just one kid. That he happened to be mine was points
in his favor. “I don’t love kids,” she said, “I love some kids.
People get so damn sentimental about children.”
“And women,” I said, thinking back to Frank’s kiss.
1341
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“Not all women. Mothers. Mothers and wives.”
“Not all wives. Good wives.”
“Are you, Tommie?” I was washing a glass and she came
and stood next to me. My son was bathed and fed, put down
for a nap. I was wearing a sundress and I must have looked
about fifteen years old.
“No. I’m a rotten one.”
She started to stroke my neck, something that made me
melt and she knew it. “Good,” she said.
“Is he asleep?”
“Do we have time?”
“If he’s asleep we have a few hours. Once he goes out, he’s
^ >*
out.
“We can just lie down if you want.”
“I don’t want. I want everything.”
She smiled. “I’ll go check him.”
She went and immediately I missed her. I went into the
bathroom to pee. Little Helen sat right on my bladder. And
there was Brighty’s old bath, cold and salty-looking from the
baking soda. I emptied the tub and ran a clean one, tepid and
clear, a cool, clear bath in that hot, hot house. I undressed.
Jeanne Ann came in behind me and sat next to me on the
edge of the tub.
“Is this for us?”
“I thought so. Wouldn’t it feel good?”
“You’re very pregnant, Mrs. Haas.”
“Do you like it?”
“I’m in love with it. I like touching it.”
“Frank hates it.”
“O f course he does. He c«n’t sprawl on you.”
(35)
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It was an awful thought, actually. Frank sprawling.
“How’s my son?”
“He sends you a message.”
“What’s his message?”
“He says to enjoy every minute, and he’ll see you when you
get back.”
“Does he?”
“Does he what?”
“Say that?”
We were already drifting into the dreamy talk of lovers,
the lazy dreamy place of no words. I let my hand trail in the
bathtub like a woman in a punt. Jeanne Ann stood up and
undressed and sat down again. I didn’t dare look at her whole
body. I looked at her thigh, one sunburned thigh, slick with
sweat and the flesh quivering. I put my hand on it to stop it
and she caught my wrist and brought my hand up and placed
it on her breast. Then on her cheek. Then in her mouth, my
four fingers.
I don’t know when we breathed as lovers. I think we held
our breath for minutes at a time and didn’t know it. Didn’t
need it. Exalted fish. She slid into the bath. I turned on the
edge of the tub and sat with my feet in the water, my belly
reaching out to her. She stroked it with both hands. It was
bluish, the navel extended. She put her tongue on my navel,
and Helen, in a sudden burst of energy borrowed from me,
started kicking like the little prisoner she was. Jeanne Ann
laughed. She pressed her forehead against the bulge and
waited for the next blow. I had never looked at intimacy from
this angle.
I can tell you everything we did that day. I can promise you
l 36)
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I had not one thought about my husband. Helen, yes.
Brighton, yes. But mostly no, none of it. We hadn’t intended
to end up in the bathroom. I hadn’t. Bathrooms are where we
go before sex. Our changing rooms. The room of hiatus.
Where the world falls away. Where we face the mirror and
rinse our hands of dishes and sons. Where we ready ourselves.
Where we breathe. I saw us in my bed, Jeanne Ann and I. Our
bed. Mine and Frank’s. I imagined us there, the two of us,
fucking in my unmade bed, making a mess of my tidy mar
riage in no other way but the physical. A bath first, then the
body. No reason to lock the bathroom door. Brighton would
sleep for hours in heat like this, amazing child. And he did.
But Frank came home. In the middle of the afternoon. Why?
I can’t tell you. He felt sick is what he said, and he looked it,
he looked green. But I’ve never known him, before or since,
to give a second thought to illness. He swats it away like a fly
and goes back to work and comes home at the time he’s ex
pected. He must have caught a taxi from the station. He
came into the house calling my name as I was saying Jeanne
Ann’s. It was a shock to me. I respond badly to surprises. The
bathroom was off the kitchen, a few steps from the kitchen
door, and he came in there I suppose to soak his head. He’d
loosened his tie, which he rarely did— it was either on or off.
It looked like a noose around his neck.
I said, “Frank.”
“Oh. Tommie.” He looked annoyed, like I ’d just woken
him from a comfortable nap. I had. “Oh,” he said again. “My
God.”
I thought he’d go away. I wished he would. If only to give
us time to organize ourselves. But he didn’t. And right or
(37)
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wrong, I use that stubbornness of his to justify my own be
havior. It wasn’t necessary to do what I did next, but he made
it so.
Jeanne Ann was positioned between my legs in the tub,
her back up against my belly. Her eyes were closed, her head
lolled backwards against my shoulder. I’d burrowed under
her thigh and was inside her, had been for some time. I knew
the cushiony warmth of that place. I loved it. I didn’t want to
leave it.
He must have been approaching the house when I
whispered, “H i.”
She opened her eyes. “H i.”
“I think I’ll just stay in here forever, inside here.”
She closed her eyes again. “Let’s go up.”
“Upstairs?”
“Let’s go sprawl.”
I pushed deeper into her and her face tightened in con
centration. “We’ll go soon,” I said.
A minute later I heard Frank call my name. I pulled out of
her and watched in shocked amazement as the door opened
and in he came, for one sweet second unknowing. Absurd
how knowledge changes a life when other things don’t. We
might have been two friends on a sled. He was the dangerous
hill. I felt Jeanne Ann about to lift herself up, God knows
why. Towards the towel, possibly. Or to ward him off, to
protect a pregnant woman. Just instincts. Mine were work
ing differently. Mine were for retaliation. I was frightened. So
was she. So was the dangerous hill. I pressed my thighs
against hers and took the soap and slid my arms around her
waist to keep her there. I felt her come back to me, just the
( 38)
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slightest give of her shoulders. I made her come back to me,
to shield me. She was the sacrifice I held up to my husband as
I began to soap her belly, then each soft breast. In front of him
as he watched. It was unforgivable.
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A Boy, A Woman,
A Blackbird
by Gabrielle Glancy

The chef’s son was swimming. I watched him
let himself down into the water, bracing
his tight chest against the chill of it,
and then walk, as in a dream, from one side
of the pool to the other in slow steps, restrained
by the invisible weight of water acting invisibly
against a boy’s pale legs. He spoke to no one
in particular. There’s a ladybug, he said.
Hi, ladybug. And then as if the boy
were his own mother or an aunt who hadn’t seen him
in years: Look how much you’ve grown!
Last year the water came all the way up to here!
A woman, poolside, tanning, whose blond hair was so blond
against the blueness of the sky that even the boy,
as if enchanted, looked twice when he first saw her, asked him,
Are those beehives up there underneath the eaves?
“Swallows,” he said, fumbling with a caterpillar pod
and looking with the woman, at the nests. “There’s seventeen.”
The boy was counting. Watching the swallows dip from eave
to pine
I remembered our conversation at the airport about
the mysterious flight of birds when a blackbird, suddenly,
appeared on the chair next to me. Last week
I was attacked by such a bird on my way to the Safeway.
(4° I
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The thing swooped down at me and pecked my head.
I would have thought myself crazy— a bird swooped down
and pecked you?— had there not been a sign almost hidden
in the leaves of the tree warning that the birds were nesting
and might attack. Nature is not always so thoughtful.
So now, seeing so suddenly a blackbird, I was stung
with fear. It was a familiar feeling: I looked
around for consolation. The boy and the woman seemed
to have disappeared. The sun was waning; the wind had settled.
Now it was just me and the blackbird by the empty pool.
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Weed
by Gabrielle Glancy

My brother’s child was nearly four
before he uttered his first word, weed,
in the gardening aisle of the neighborhood
bookstore. He held a shriveled balloon
in his left hand attached at the wrist
like a talisman left over from his
earlier pre-verbal childhood
as if he carried the infant of himself,
a blue rubber remnant on a string.
His father, my brother, didn’t hear him because
he was on the other side of the store
in History. Perhaps he had stopped listening for
or expecting the moment when his son would accidentally
arrange or actually form his random baby sounds
into words. My brother and his wife
had even taken him to the doctor, a specialist,
who said, as if quoting scripture,
“When he’s ready, he shall speak.” It was
the bookstore man, in fact, who heard him first.
I was in Poetry on the other side of the aisle.
Sure enough, he said it, pointing, “weed.”
Later by the fire, Sam again was silent.
“Saypitcher,” my brother said. “Say clock!'
The dog turned three times before settling
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next to Sam whose eyes were rolling back
in sleep. “Okay,” my brother said. “Say weed."
I had this thought watching
Sam sleeping by the fire, less silent somehow
in sleep than full awake, how earlier today
my brother had told me something, a fact,
what was it something simple I had never heard
explained in words and I remembered how
whatever it was he told me,
in the course of living,
I had already figured it out.
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The Post-Perfect Yard
by Heather Ramsdell

T H E P R O B L E M S T A R T E D W I T H OUR Y A R D . N O R -

mally Jurgen and Fred and myself get along perfectly. Maybe
not perfectly, but at least very well. We like each other a lot,
love, I guess. When I say “we” I mean the three of us and the
three combinations of two. O f course Fred and I love each
other because we’re married, not that those two things go
hand in hand, but for Fred and me they do, and we both love
Jurgen and he, I can safely say, loves us. We were all friends
separately before we moved in together. We talk a lot and eat
dinner together most nights. Jurgen usually cooks because
he likes to. Other people have even said it’s unusual how we
all get along. My friend Lisa keeps trying to pry roommate
dirt out of me. “Really, really though,” she said, “there must
be something you hate, some toothpaste problem, dishes,
hygiene habits. Come clean.” I shrugged and she said, “Every
time I ask you about living with Jurgen and Fred, you say
‘great’ and there’s always more to it than that, I know.” One
strange thing is that we never fight. We have our moods and
complaints and everything, but Fred doesn’t fight because it
doesn’t make sense to him, Jurgen is terrified of it, and that
leaves me. I probably would fight if I got the chance, but as
they say, it takes two to tango.
Then, that Thursday it was really warm, Fred decided to
call in sick. Really he decided the night before, and he wasn’t
(4 4 )
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really sick. He just thought he was, or he needed a rest from
work and unlike most of my underpaid friends he feels too
guilty just to take a day here and there. Maybe it’s because of
his Catholic background, but he has to talk himself into
being sick the night before. He had a few vague symptoms
Wednesday night, a stomachache, a sore throat, a weird taste
in his mouth.
I asked, “Like a sharp pain in your stomach, or indigestion,
or a cramp?” I have a fascination with the subtleties of ail
ments, though it is not as controlled as a fascination. I guess
it’s more of an obsession, a fear of dying, especially of Fred
dying, and for some reason if I know his symptoms I think I’ll
be able to tell if it’s serious or not.
“It just hurts,” he said, which made me nervous because
when I have a pain, I always know exactly how it hurts.
“What kind of taste in your mouth?” I asked while plop
ping two Alka-Seltzers into a glass.
He said, “Just weird. ”
I opened another package and threw a third tablet in the
water. “Like a food taste, or a metally taste or a rotten sort of
taste?”
Jurgen said, “Jeez, Liz, do you want him to write an essay
for you?”
Fred rolled his eyes back and moaned as if he were dying.
“Look, you killed him. ”
Jurgen never knew what was wrong with himself either. A
few years ago, when we were seeing each other, he had a sleep
ing problem for months. He was sleeping all the time, some
times eighteen hours a day, but he wouldn’t go to the doctor
because he thought they wouldn’t know what it was either.
(45 I
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He said he didn’t feel sick anyway, just tired. So we never did
find out what it was. It just tapered off.
Thursday morning Fred felt fine after he called in to work.
So we were all home because I have Thursdays off and Jurgen
does all his work in the house. It was the first really warm,
springy day of the year. By noon it had reached seventy
degrees and there were only two or three little clouds in the
sky which were headed east anyway. By chance we all ended
up in the yard around one thirty, and started cleaning up the
winter debris. I don’t think we would have started it if any of
us had known how long, or how much energy, it was going to
take. I planned to pick up only the big sticks and pieces of
trash so I didn’t have to be embarrassed when I saw the people
who live upstairs or our neighbors on either side. But every
time one of us would finish one thing someone else would
start on another, each time upping the ante. When all the
sticks were piled up, Jurgen started with the dry leaves and
grass. I had to start fixing the clothesline, and the plants
looked like a mess. Fred started digging up the daylilies,
which someone before us had stupidly planted in the center
of the yard.
I t ’s a little yard, but from April to September it’s always in
bloom. Over the years people who lived in the house planted
all kinds of perennials. We stood under the little tree in the
back figuring out a loose symmetry for the yard and finally
decided: the daylilies on the one side, morning glories on the
left where they couldn’t choke anything, the hydrangea in
the rear right corner, the lily of the valley were fine where
they were. Then we decided to move the rosebush toward the
back left, leaving the whole center for grass. In the middle at
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the way back the sour cherry tree was almost ready to bloom.
I don’t think that’s its real name but last autumn it made
thousands of cherry-shaped, cherry-colored fruits which
were completely inedible. “I love this, it’s a great tree,” I said.
Jurgen looked up and said, “We could prune it. ”
I said, "Prune it? Not before the flowers open. It’s fine
now.”
“Aren’t you supposed to do that in the fall?” Fred said. He
was breaking little pieces off of a twig and handing them to
me. He squinted up through the branches of the tree, the
lowest branch lightly touching the side of his head. There
was a loose boyishness in the way he held his arms and legs.
He looked from Jurgen to me, “We’re like some goofy family
out here doing yardwork. ” It seemed like a family to me too,
except all of the real families I’ve met have some big problem.
Someone always drinks or joins the Hare Krishnas or has a
terrible secret of some kind.
I said, “Like a family, only happy. ” Then I went into the
shed to get some hedge clippers and the little gardening
shovel.
Jurgen was the one who had organized the shed last fall. It
was a curious arrangement which took me a while to figure
out. He had arranged it by category of shape rather than by
use; a section of sharp things like clippers, a pitchfork, chick
en wire, utility knives, a section for long thin things, one for
ropey things, flat things. “Where is it?” I yelled into the yard.
Jurgen came into the shed to help me find it. The shed is
small, tiny really, nowhere near big enough for two people, so
he had to lean against me, his front to my side. I was poised
between the rake and the chicken wire, which was ready to
1471
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dig its million sharp edges into my thigh at any moment and
I couldn’t move. His small body felt familiar and his smell
was linked directly to the part of my brain where all of the
Jurgen memories were stored. It was jarring. I don’t usually
connect the present Jurgen with the one I went out with. Too
much had shifted since then. For a while we didn’t even keep
in touch, then Fred and I got married, and then because of
how things sometimes go, we all wound up looking for a
place together a year later.
Also, and I don’t take credit for this in any way, I was the
last person that Jurgen was involved with. Not just sex, I
mean no kissing, no dating, no attractions to anyone, noth
ing; he never even talks about anything related, so there’s no
sexual presence. I’m not a matchmaker but I do have friends
over and he hasn’t shown a glimmer. In fact, Lisa made it
clear that she’s attracted to him, but he wasn’t interested. It’s
not that he minds being single but it bothers him that he
doesn’t have the interest. Fred mentioned something about it
one time after dinner a few months ago. Jurgen’s yellow
eyebrows, refusing to indicate anything, stretched into
straight lines. He said, “I don’t know. It’s as if that gland is
just missing, I have no interest in any of it. I’ve even tried to
think about it and I can’t. I can think people are beautiful but
it’s only like a painting is beautiful. I can’t imagine kissing
any of them. It seems like a big pain, anyway. ”
Fred said, “Yeah, I know what you mean.”
“Thanks a lot.” I poked him in the arm.
“You know. Dating usually isn’t that fun."
“How about men?” I asked Jurgen.
He shrugged and raised his eyebrows and thought.
(48)
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“Are you gay, do you think?”
“I don’t think I am.” He shrugged again. “I’m not at
tracted to anyone. I’m just not.”
“Maybe you’re a brownie,” Fred suggested.
Jurgen said, “That’s what it is,” and nodded convincingly.
Not that I have anything to say about it, but for entirely
selfish reasons it’s better for me if Jurgen doesn’t meet anyone,
because I’m territorial and I lose patience with guests. I think
Fred also has reasons for preferring things the way they are.
One reason is that they both collect books. They go off to book
fairs and bookstores almost every weekend. Neither of them
likes to go alone. (I went with them a few times in the begin
ning and for me it resembled purgatory with fluorescent
lights.) The other reason is that I’m not around all the time. I
mean I’m physically around, but it seems like two weeks out
of every four I feel dead and depressed and awful and I can’t
sleep. So, most of those nights when I come home I go
downstairs to the studio and read or write letters or find
things to clean. The rest of the time I’m fine, but when I am
being antisocial like this Fred and Jurgen talk at the table or
watch TV in our room— there’s only one TV — Fred gets the
bed and Jurgen sits in the chair. I rarely watch but when I
do— watching TV from a bed makes me feel like a slob, I can’t
get over the feet that I’m lying down and so I don’t get
removed from life the way I want to— I get the chair and they
both sit on the bed.
Anyway, I was in the shed against Jurgen, the former
boyfriend; not Jurgen, the housemate. Whether or not it felt
pleasant was not the issue, but the possibility of pleasantness
had entered my mind and it startled me. I wanted to acknow
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ledge where everyone stood. I called, “Help!” into the yard.
Fred wagged a clump of bulbs towards us and said, “Un
hand.. .scoundrel,” lacking enthusiasm from being in the
sun for too long, then continued uprooting daylilies.
Jurgen leaned back against the wall and twisted so no part
part of his body touched mine. “Here they are,” he said,
producing the small garden shovel and pointing to the
shears.
At dusk, having done as much as we could with the sup
plies we had, we stopped. We sat on the steps leading into the
yard. Fred leaned back and let his long body stretch along six
of the steps. Jurgen s translucent skin had burnt on the nose
and forehead. I was tired inside of my muscles. Because we
had uncovered all kinds of worms and seeds and bugs, there
were lots of birds in the yard. There was the ordinary cast of
starlings and pigeons and sparrows but there were also little
nuthatch-looking ones with striped yellow heads, a few blue
jays, two mourning doves, and robins. I tried to envision it
with all the brown patches grown in green. Everything was
chirping and it was dusk, and we sat for a while without
saying anything.
By the time I got out of the shower it was dark. Jurgen and
Fred with wet hair were both on the bed watching TV be
cause the chair was covered by a heaping pile of laundry. Too
tired to clear it offl said, “Move it,” and squeezed in between
Fred and Jurgen. It was a rerun of Columbo. By the time it was
over Jurgen had fallen asleep.
Fred put out his palm to hold my hand. It had been a while
since we had just sat together doing nothing. I’d been spend
ing a lot of time downstairs in the studio, in my annual endI5°)
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of-winter gloom. He leaned over and instead of giving me
the squeaky kiss I was expecting, he gave me a serious one.
We give each other kisses a lot, pecks and loud, squealy,
theatrical kisses in the morning and when we come home and
before we go to sleep. But we must have forgotten kissing for
its own sake somewhere along the way. I didn’t know how we
could have forgotten about it because it was really nice. I
tried not to move much so Jurgen wouldn’t wake up.
I would have stopped as soon as I realized Jurgen was
awake, but I didn’t know he was until he put his hand on my
waist. Fred’s hand was resting above Jurgen’s on my ribs so
his pinky was laying against Jurgen’s thumb. It didn’t seem
like he wanted us to stop kissing. O f course there was no way
to be sure without asking, but I couldn’t ask. It would have
been absolutely too awkward, like flipping the lights on at a
party. So we kept kissing and Jurgen kept his hand there next
to Fred’s, on my waist.
When Fred stopped kissing and laid his head down on my
arm I wasn’t sure what I was supposed to do next. I wanted to
continue but didn’t know if we should, or what would hap
pen. I waited for him to open his eyes to get some idea but
they stayed closed. I knew he was awake because the edges of
his eyelids under his dark lashes were moving. Jurgen was
awake too. I could tell by the rhythm of his breathing, and
the tense lightness in his hand. I tried to imagine what would
be the normal thing to do. In another circumstance one of us
would say, “What do you guys think?” But we could not ac
knowledge that it was us in the bed. I relaxed all my muscles
to avoid moving in a way that would imply or initiate any
thing or rock the fragile balance we held. Neither of them
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moved either. Nobody did. The T V was still on though no
one was watching. Slowly my arm, which Fred was laying on,
went numb. I could barely feel the weight of their hands on
me anymore because they’d been there for so long.
I don’t know what order we fell asleep in but I was the first
one to wake up. I slipped from between them as fluidly as pos
sible, and went to the shower. A few minutes later Fred came
into the bathroom to pee. “Did you sleep O K ?” he asked.
“I guess, and you?” It seemed wrong to be talking about
normal things, though I guess I didn’t feel particularly ab
normal either, not as abnormal as I would have expected.
Fred said, “I didn’t wake up at all.”
“How do you feel?” I asked.
He said, “Just a little ache in my back from digging all
day.” Continuing our long tradition of shower curtain at
tacks, as he left the bathroom he said, “You can’t shout,
Jurgen’s still asleep,” then poked the plastic shower curtain
in so it stuck to my leg.
When I came home from work I found Jurgen in the back
yard with a saw. There were half-flowered limbs from the
sour cherry tree lying all over the yard. Most of the tree was
gone, more from one side than the other. It looked like a
botched amputation, with no branches on the bottom, some
parts cut back to the trunk and other limbs cut off halfway
along. There were some limbs left on the tree but most were
on the ground. One pile was already cut up into two-foot
lengths. Stacked behind it was another pile of smaller
branches, and Jurgen was in the middle, his face red from
work, cutting another branch into pieces.
( 52 )
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Looking at the tree was terrible. It was a feeling like one I
have in dreams where my teeth fall out. I can feel them falling
out and I touch one to put it back and the other ones around
it fall out. There’s a numbish spot where the tooth used to be.
There’s the heavy kind of sadness mixed with disbelief that
things can’t be put back. So I yelled from the top of the stairs,
“Jurgen! God, what did you do?”
He barely looked up. “I’m pruning it,” he said.
I leaned against the banister. Something in my body hurt;
I didn’t know how it hurt. I said, “Don’t you think you’re
taking too much off?”
He said, “N o,” and kept working.
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A Scarcity Model for Waves
by Michael Klein

A red O of mouth around the world
opened for me. When it wasn’t open to a kind
of sex, it was open to talk, mostly.
It was the only thing open was.
My mother, calling up stairs of daily remorse,
I want to tell you now that my body was consumed by waves
from a dark piano while you were daydreaming the good
in people and taking them in like pills.
And brother, standing too close, indifferent
to the shades in the boundaries—
we distanced like planes in an air show,
faltered, after the trick.
I want to forgive all acts of betrayal that went
on as acts of ignition by working dumbly back to some
first wonder— to feeling along a wall in the dark
for outlets buzzing with light pre-trauma, pre-harm
around the softnesses of the body. I want to forgive
a family that wasn’t visible to itself.
The first change in rhythm we feel at birth— the one
of someone pulling something loud away from the dark—
the initial-ness of being held in one piece— isn’t that about
a great journey?
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The Dollar In Italy
byJoan Silber

J I L L I S N ’T S U R E W H Y HE R E X - H U S B A N D IS C O M I N G

to visit. It’s fine with her, as long as he doesn’t stay too long.
Tiziana, the neighbor upstairs, has suggested that a father
who visits should pay child support, why doesn’t Jill ask Bob
for money? Jill has told her this would be like squeezing
blood from a turnip, a phrase which was tough to translate
into Italian. Bob is okay, Jill says; Tiziana doesn’t believe her.
A lot of people are traveling these days. They stopped
when the G u lf War was on but they started up again when
the dollar rose for a brief while and they’re still at it. In Rome,
where Jill lives, the airport is busy now. It looks like a shop
ping mall on a heavy Saturday, except that uniformed guys
with machine guns are standing around the entrance. Jill has
not brought Lisa, her daughter, because she still thinks the
airport is one of the unsafe spots. Lisa, who is seven, is wait
ing with Tiziana and is probably driving her crazy.
A throng of people is walking into the roped-off Arrivals
area, and Bob is there with them. He has a big canvas duffel
slung over his shoulder. Jill waves. He looks dazed and rump
led, the same way he always looks. When he sees Jill, he seems
mildly startled, not as happy as she expected.
What did she expect? When they reach each other, they
hug and do a fast friendly kiss. He is getting a little bonier
around the nose and looser around the chin— older. Her too;
(55 1
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so what. “Hey,” he says. J ill asks how was his flight? How bad
was it going through customs? Did he bring Lisa her Ninja
turtle watch? Jill is going to have to do all the work of talking
until he decides to wake up more. Everybody else on his god
damned flight looks combed and eager and fresh.
Jill can never decide whether it’s better to like him or to set
herselfagainst him. Her ex-beloved. What about the eight years
she lived with him— are they a mistake and a stupid waste, a
dead loss? And what does that mean? What’s gone, what did she
miss by being with him? And here she is now; so what.
He likes Rome. The last time he visited he talked about
getting an apartment here, to be near Lisa. It was just talk,
the kind of thing people say when they’ve eaten well and
they’re walking up a hilly street with the umbrella pines in
silhouette. J ill can’t believe he’d leave New York for long,
and she hopes he hasn’t mentioned any of this to Lisa.
J ill has a tiny rattletrap car, a rusted-out thing that her
friends call one of the ruins of Rome. Last time Bob spent half
his time here taking it apart and putting it back together
again; he made it worse. “Hello, Baby,” he says now to the car.
When they pull up outside J i l l ’s apartment building Lisa
is looking out the window and shouting down at them in her
little yelpy shrill voice. An old woman on the street scolds
Jill for letting her daughter lean out like that and then she
shouts up at Lisa. Lisa looks subdued. But when Jill and Bob
go up the stairs inside, Lisa is running down to meet them.
She shrieks at the sight of her father. She is all over Bob, a lit
tle whirlwind of daughterly ferocity, an imp of desperate
love. Bob is in heaven, as happy, Jill thinks, as he will ever be.
Jill can hardly watch.
( 56)
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"1 Icy, Lisa,’’ Bo b says. “ Your hair is d iH c rc n i. I .cl me think.
W as it blonde before? You dyed it, right ?’’
"It's longer, ’’ Lisa says. "I have long hair/'
“ Yon sure it’s always been b ro w n ?’’ hob says. “ M aybe n
was red. I think, yes, red.”
“ It was/wr/>/r!” Lisa derides. “ Purple and green. Yon d o n ’t

retncntbcrV'
T h ey go on like this lor a while. J i l l gels col Ice ready. Lisa
has got ten to the N in ja watch and is eat ing a roll and talking
at the same t ime. In her school t here’s a boy named Heppe and
lie’s a slnjndo. (Lisa has a ( rush on him , w hich means she likes
to hide and shoot gross insults at him during playtim e,
usually words having to do w ith vo m it.)
Lisa goes to an Am erican school, but a lot ol the kids are
Italian. Ln g lish w ill be an asset (or them later, their parents
think. In the schoolyard they all revert to Italian ; Lisa has
picked np some amazing slang, metaphors J i l l can’t decipher
and it ’s just as well. D u rin g the (»ulf W a r there was a bom b
threat at the school, and a guard stationed outside. A lot ol
the Italian kids left the school, heppe left but he c ame bac k.
J i l l m ight have taken Lisa out of there too, but it so hap
pens that J i l l teaches there herself. She did what she could to
be safe. She d id n ’t bring Lisa to the Am erican Lxpress offic e,
to M cD o n a ld ’s, to the Lnglish-langnage m ovie house. O n
the street she had Lisa speak to her in Italian.
Bo b d id n ’t know about any of this. It was during one of his
silent periods. The war in the Cin If got fought and settled
w ithout any word from Bob. Lisa tried to phone him

she

was old enough to try to do this— but he was never home.
Kvcn later he w o u ld n ’t say where he was. ( )nf of towti, wit It a
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girfriend, just busy, who knows? Jill doesn’t want to know
any more. She doesn’t want to bring this up again— what’s
the point?— but if he stays too long she will.
Lisa is showing him what she got for her birthday. It’s a
doll that looks just like a little hooker; that’s what she
wanted. Jill doesn’t believe in imposing good taste on a
seven-year-old. The doll has on a gold lame dress and what
used to be called go-go boots. “Guess how much it cost,” Lisa
said. “Cinquantamila lire."
Bob clutches his heart and pretends to fall to the floor in a
dead faint. “Cinquantamila. ..madonna."
“You spent that much?” he says to J ill when he sits up. It
was her money. What is it with all these Americans who
think she’s living in some backwater where everything is dirt
cheap? How come they’re so surprised all the time? At school
one of the teachers said she walks around feeling like money
is bleeding out of her veins; she said this in class and it
frightened Lisa.
At the moment Lisa has Bob wedged against the wall and
is clambering over him like a Lilliputian. Bob says he didn’t
sleep at all on the plane. He’s been up for over thirty hours.
Maybe he’ll take a nap soon. “You can’t,” Jill says. “Sleep now
and you’ll have jet lag for a week.” She makes him get up and
walk around. She gets him to drink more coffee.
Lisa instructs her doll to keep Bob awake. The doll walks
around on Bob’s head, the doll bips him on the nose. The doll
dances up and down on a fairly touchy part of his lap. “Don’t
go to sleep, ” the doll says. Lisa is drinking coffee too, a little
bit of it in a mug of hot milk.
*
( 58)
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Bob is out cold on the sofa by noon. He lies with his face
down, his ponytail tucked down like a little feather. Lisa is
disappointed and has gone back upstairs to Tiziana’s to sulk.
Jill reads a magazine in the kitchen, as if she could forget he’s
sprawled out and breathing in the next room. It’s ridiculous
that he’s here except that hotels are expensive (everything is
expensive here now) and Lisa needs to see him. But J i l l ’s
afraid of what she’ll say to him by the end of the week, either
in anger or in that terrible fake eager agreement.
They’re a bad combination. She is worried about what will
happen if they stick around each other too much. They once
set a building on fire together. By mistake; hardly anything
they were doing then was on purpose. They were using a
wood-stove in their loft, and the stove was hooked up to a
chimney that hadn’t been cleaned in probably fifty years. It
was a drafty loft with one puny radiator and the stove made it
cozy and homey. They knew enough to always put out the fire
before they went to bed except that night they were fighting
and they didn’t. They were fighting about who was a selfish,
unbearable person. Lisa was a tiny baby then. They woke up
when the dog started barking (Bob still has the dog, a big Lab
named Krypton). J ill remembers a feeling a like razor in her
heart once she knew what the smoke was; Bob was pouring
water at the wall and shouting to her. She got Lisa in a big
blanket and she ran out with it held over both of them like a
tent. The smoke wasn’t so bad but Lisa was making those lit
tle hollow baby coughs under that wool tent.
On the street the weather was cold enough so that when
the fire trucks doused the building, the water froze on the
brick in icicles. Everyone from the building hovered around
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her and Lisa; they kept asking about Lisa. Jill was trying to
find Bob. When she saw him by a lamp-post, with the dog
running around at his feet, they looked across at each other—
stricken, crazy, ruined. It did not help that they were in the
same boat; it was a horrible boat.
They got Lisa to a hospital and she was all right. As it turn
ed out, the building was all right too. The worst damage was
in their loft and the neighbor’s, both without smoke detec
tors. At the time, Jill remembers, she was so glad that no one
was hurt; she thought she had never known before what being
grateful was. Later the neighbor wanted to sue them, and the
landlord made threats. She and Bob were living in Brooklyn
then, the worst time in J i l l ’s life, while the legal snarls went on
between insurance companies; these may still be going on, for
all Jill or Bob knows. Neither of them has held an apartment
in their name since then.
For a while, when Jill first came to Italy, she really did sort
of forget about that time. She was with Giancarlo then, and
while his English was good, their conversation had certain
limits of vocabulary, of convenience; they stuck pretty much
to the here and now. His friends lengthened and repro
nounced her first name, which does not sound like a name to
Italians; forget Jill. But now it’s the same as if she were
anywhere; she walks around with her underlayers of old feel
ing, her sudden jolts of memory.
She’s lived in Rome for four years now. Things have hap
pened to her here; she has spots all over town where she was
blissful or miserable with Giancarlo. Giancarlo always said
he didn’t like Rome. He used to complain that Rome was too
un-modern, too crowded with other centuries. When he was
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a teenager he rode his motorino through the Forum for spite,
he wrote graffiti on the walls of churches. He regrets that
now but kids still do it. Maybe Lisa will be one of those
teenage vandals, if they stay here that long.
J ill was a teenage runaway herself. At sixteen she was in
New York working as an exotic dancer. She still has a tattoo
from that time, a blue rose above her left breast. Bob loved it;
Giancarlo was not too happy when people saw it at the beach.
Only recently has it fully occurred to Jill how surprising it
will look when she’s an old woman— a blurred inky flower on
her skin. If she takes a new lover at seventy she’ll have to ex
plain it all over.
When Bob wakes up from his nap, he can’t figure out where
he is at first. He’s on his stomach on a sofa in a room with a
terra cotta floor. A rush of brilliant daylight is streaming
through the window.
He thinks it’s good he slept. At home he’s used to being
awake and alert in the middle of the night, stuck in bed wait
ing for daybreak; in those hours he feels as if he’s lying in a
ditch. He hasn’t slept right ever since the art gallery he runs
started heading toward bankruptcy; this is not new for art
galleries but he can’t believe how much money he’s lost. The
sheer amounts, thousands and thousands, make him want to
howl in agony. How did this happen?
He’s had to do some things, like cash in his life insurance
policy, which he promised Jill he’d never do. He might not
tell her while he’s here. He’s never been good about giving
her money for Lisa, and now he doesn’t see how he can. Jill
won’t yell at him, but she’ll be stony and disgusted. When
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they were getting divorced he used to think, no more fights
at least after this. He didn’t know beans about it.
Bob can’t get over how much money he’s lost; what if he
never gets over it? At times he hears himself praying. He is
not a believer and the prayers have no content; they’re just
names, a repeated addressal; it soothes him to speak on a
plane that has nothing to do with money. But now he sees
himself slipping into pleas and hope, attempts at private bar
gaining. Bribes are next, he knows. On J i l l ’s block there is a
little cement shrine built into the corner of a building, a
dusty ceramic Virgin in a curved niche. People put flowers
there, bouquets still wrapped in cellophane. These are re
quests. Bids for special favor.
And what if this sort of thing worked? What would that
mean? It frightens Bob to think of; so petty, so tricky, so
cheap. Bob wants to rise above things: isn’t that what he’s
supposed to learn? He is here for the company of Lisa, which,
like prayer, gets your attention elsewhere. (Although it’s her
money that’s lost, if you want to see it that way; he doesn’t.)
With her hair long, she looks like a little Afghan hound now.
How did her hair grow so fast? He is angry, when he thinks
of this, that J ill keeps Lisa here in Rome. Why is J ill still
here? She could move back now, without Giancarlo. He
knows she isn’t idling here to spite him, but she might as
well be. Even on this crappy couch, he slept so well now, with
Lisa in the next room.
All week Bob takes Lisa to the park as soon as she gets out of
school. It’s a beautiful park, full of palms and cypresses and
fountains and topiary. It has swings for Lisa, a slide.
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Jill pictures Bob on a bench, watching Lisa as he’s waiting
for her to do him good. Lisa knows this or knows something.
She’s too lively around him; she gets really monkeyish and
loud if he laughs. Jill would rather not see this. When she
lived with Giancarlo, she used to take Lisa back to New York
herself. She would stash Lisa with Bob and stay alone with a
friend, be single and light.
At night Bob sleeps on her sofa now. The first night Jill
brought in the blankets and the towels, just in case there was
any question in his mind. But in the morning when she saw
him asleep in his underwear she felt bad, as if she’d been
mean and heartless. As if she’d made him go to waste. Some
one should admire him, half-naked like that. Not her
though. Let him cover himself up.
Lisa has been going through a phase of being very curious
about bodies; she spies on Bob at night, Jill knows. A few
months ago they were in a church with a dead saint’s body
miraculously preserved— beyond putrefaction, although it
looked pretty black and mummified to Jill, under its satin
dressing. Lisa, who has seen this sort of thing before, got very
interested all of a sudden in the mystery of the flesh: has anyone
ever been born without a body? are men’s bones made of the
same thing as ladies’? what happened to the saint’s penis?
These are questions Lisa would ask anywhere, but Jill,
being a mother, is sorry now that Lisa got such a long look at
that leathery skeleton in its reliquary, the bitter remains.
Bob has made a few vows to himself. He doesn’t want to be
come cheap, a worrier over spent nickels and wasted food, a
high complainer and low tipper. If he gets like that, there
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won’t be much left of him. Already he is getting a little like
that, he can see. In restaurants he suffers great torments— he
talks Lisa out o f getting the prosciutto and melon and then
he makes her eat an expensive dessert. He embarrasses Jill in
her neighborhood trattoria by almost sending back liqueurs
which are in fact free.
He and Jill are trying so hard not to fight with each other.
Lisa starts singing to herself when there are big silences at the
table. She does “The Itsy Bitsy Spider” in a small, mumbling
voice. She tells long boring stories about Beppe and Jennifer
and Luca and Miss Bridgewater at school.
She also has some brat moments, which do in fact distract
them. She does not want her mother to get the black squidink risotto; she makes vile retching noises the whole time Jill
eats it. She does not want her father to tease her one more time
about her hair, and she says, “StupidoY’ very loudly at him
with a little smile on her face. “Chill out,” Jill says. “Right
now.” Bob suggests they leave her in the restaurant, a threat
J ill never uses.
Lisa acts hurt; she comes over and settles down in J i l l ’s lap,
a tired baby once more. Jill doesn’t remember too much
about being this age herself. Later she fought with her
mother, tooth and nail, and she believes that if she hadn’t
fought she would’ve had no life except as a crushed daughter,
a furious humiliated creature. But sometimes, when she’s
playing with Lisa, she remembers bursts of affection from her
mother, things she had forgotten. Kitten-face: her mother
used to call her that. How can that be?
Lisa is nuzzling in the crook of J i l l ’s arm. Bob is busy ad
ding up the check. J ill remembers when he was much more
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dashing and spendthrift— was that better? When Lisa was
born and J i l l ’s mother came to visit for the first and last time,
Bob took J i l l ’s mother out to Lutece for lunch. A restaurant
like that must have terrified her, but how could he have
known that? He thought everyone liked glamor; he was a lit
tle too caught up in that sort of thing, Jill thinks, but he was
always gallant and free, an easier man.
Bob is thinking how he misses the time when Lisa was
smaller; when you could make up anything and she believed
you until the very end. A squirrel the size of a refrigerator;
you couldn’t get her to buy that now. She talks a lot now, she
talks Italian to him for spite.
“Hey, spaghetti-head,” Bob says to Lisa. “Hey, mop-hair
girl of mine.”
“He called me that before,” Lisa says. “He repeats himself.”
The waiter is hovering around them. For a moment Jill is
afraid Lisa is going to call the waiter stupid or something
much worse, but she really never talks that way to strangers.
Only to Jill and Bob and now the alluring Beppe.
“Moppo,” Bob says, “if I didn’t repeat myself, how would
you remember all the interesting things I say?”
“Giancarlo never repeated himself,” Lisa says.
There’s a bad silence. Even the waiter looks worried about
them. “I don’t think I know this child,” Bob says. “Does she
look familiar to you?”
Lisa wails in protest but she’s still smiling her thin bratsmile. Bob is tired, it feels very late at night to him. What
about Lisa in the next decade, is he up to to it? Every day she
gets older and stronger and better at stirring up trouble.
Jill really would like to leave her right here in the res
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taurant. Tiziana says Lisa is too young to eat out at night
anyway. But here they are.
On the weekend J ill goes to the park with Bob and Lisa. The
weather is sunny and beautiful and the park is crowded; little
Italian kids are running around in their cute fussy outfits.
The youngest ones hold balloons and look dazed. Infant boys
are being coached by their fathers to run after soccer balls.
Bob is in a good mood. He has bought a copy of the Herald
Tribune and is catching up on the day-old sports news. It
makes J ill a little lonesome for Giancarlo, who used to try to
explain soccer to her. When Bob groans over a score, she says,
“I’m not asking.” They lean back in the sun with their eyes
closed, as if they were at the beach. Bob wants to know if she
gets homesick, and she says not anymore usually. Also, Jill
tells him, she likes teaching art to the high-schoolers, who
are chattery but not hard to handle. Bob says, “Not hard for
you,” which is nice of him.
Lisa is running to the swings and she wants to be pushed.
Bob gets up and pushes in a good sweeping rhythm; he gets
her soaring. Lisa swings for a long time, with her legs stretch
ed out, and then she runs over the grass, through a brick arch
which is part of the ruins of a villa. Bob thought it was fake at
first but they don’t have fake ruins here. J ill hopes the sight of
all these broken remains is consoling to him (if that’s why he’s
here), signs of somebody else’s rises and falls. His business
must be in horrendous shape, from the hints he’s been
dropping. She should be sympathetic but she isn’t. J il l ’s glad
he has life insurance at least to take care of Lisa, since she
doesn’t. Otherwise she doesn’t expect much from him.
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Lisa is by the fountain. She wants to do one round on the
kiddy car ride, and when she gets on it, she doesn’t wave but
stares ahead, with her hair blowing behind her like Snoopy’s
aviator scarf.
“There she goes,” Bob says. “Our own hot rod mama.”
A woman watching her son gives them a sweet smile. They
must look like a regular family, how could the woman guess
different? Jill doesn’t think she and Bob should ever get back
together but at times like this that fact hurts her feelings.
Look at them, all rosy and fond; look at Lisa zipping around
the track, poor Lisa. And yet they could be worse off. They
could be enemies; they could still be at each other’s throats,
she and Bob. Instead they have behaved as well as they could;
they’ve tried to be decent in these later stages. So they have
not, altogether, wasted each other.
The last time Bob was here, when Jill got sick with a bad
flu, he brought her magazines, he drove Lisa to school, he tried
to fix the car. She thinks of him peering under the open hood,
tinkering blindly with the car’s wiring; it’s not a bad picture.
She is thinking so happily of the back of his head, with its
wispy ponytail, that she has to stop this sort of thinking, and
she’s glad when Lisa comes down from the kiddy car ride.
“Speed-demonette. We’re training you next year for the
Indy 500,” Bob says.
Lisa of course doesn’t know what that is. When Bob ex
plains, he says, “Just don’t learn to drive from your mother.”
“Excuse me,” Jill says.
Bob says the car was fine when he left here last time. It’s
the way she rides the clutch that ruins it.
“I drive in Rome,” Jill says. “That’s enough without treat
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ing the clutch well at the same time.”
Bob says he’ll have to give her a lesson.
“It’s my car,” J ill says. “I don’t tell you how to run your
business.”
“Thank you so much,” Bob says.
Bob is here for three more days, she better be careful. But
he started it, as Lisa would say.
Lisa decides Bob has to buy her an ice cream bar and they
go off together to the refreshment stand. Lisa comes back
with chocolate smears all over herself.
“Bath time when we get back,” Bob says. “I left the water
heater on because I knew."
“Nobody keeps the water heater on all the time here,” J ill
says. “I told you before. You did the same thing last time.”
And Lisa’s too old for midday baths anyway. He probably still
thinks she takes a nap. “You leave it on all day while I’m in
school,” J ill says. “You leave it on all night.”
“So what?” Bob says.
“And then when you finally go home I’ll have to pay the
fucking bill.”
“Send me the bill,” Bob says. “If it’s so important.”
“Maybe I will this time. I should.”
“You’re ridiculous,” Bob says. “You are.”
Are they going to start? Once they start going, they won’t
stop. They’ll forget that Lisa can hear; they won’t care. Lisa is
right there, with a pinched, wincing look. “We have to go
home,” she says. “I have to have a bath.”
They walk without speaking on the leafy paths, under the
arcades of trees. The sun is pouring down on them, in vain.
“You’re not walking fast enough,” Lisa says.
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“Know what we have for lunch?” J ill says. “We have that
peanut butter your father brought us.”
Bob says, “Did you ever get peanut butter stuck to the roof
of your mouth?” He does the usual clogged diction, he goes
into the whole routine. Lisa laughs; what a nice child. Ac
tually, Bob is funny at this. Lisa is making a big production
out of her hilarity. She is working herself into a little choking
fit of giggles.
They leave the park by the gate that leads right out into a
busy street— cars are streaming by them from out of an un
derpass. “This is so unsafe,” J ill says. “I hate it.”
Bob says, “Its not so bad if you know how to cross.” How
does he know?
Meanwhile Lisa is shouting at someone across the street.
It’s Beppe, she sees Beppe. He’s with his mother, a pretty
woman in a tiny stylish skirt. “Beppe!” Lisa shouts. “Stai
zitto\" Beppe looks around amazed, as well he might, since he
hasn’t been saying anything and he’s just been told to shut up.
“Beppe!” she shouts. “Your head looks like puke with caca
on it!”
Beppe stops at the edge of the road, listening.
“I see your pukey head, Beppe. Do you see me?”
Beppe yells something back at Lisa— something in Italian
that Jill can’t follow— and then it’s too much for him, he lun
ges out. Beppe runs into the street right when a car is coming
out of the underpass, and Jill hears herself and Lisa scream
ing. They can’t see— cars on both sides are in their way— but
there’s a squeal of brakes.
When the road clears, Beppe is being hauled off by his
mother, who has him by the elbow. He is still standing,
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which Jill takes to be a good sign. She waits with Lisa until
they can run across the road— it is a very long moment— and
then Beppe waves to greet them. He thumps Lisa on the arm;
he seems to be fine. The car is still stopped, and Jill sees
through the underpass that another car has driven into it and
crumpled its back bumper.
“Oh, God,” Bob says. The two drivers are getting out,
about to yell at each other.
Jill is thinking how much worse it could be; they are all
thinking that. Lisa is crying. Beppe’s mother is kissing his
head. Jill and Bob are looking at each other. Bob’s face is wild
and scared; Jill is bleary and worn-out. The two of them are
remembering the night of the fire, what it was like outside
their building. They remember how much they wanted to
get away from each other, how different they believed their
trouble was to each of them, and how they couldn’t wait to
have it to themselves. Now they stand at the side of the road
and nod at one another; they speak to Lisa until she calms
down; they know each other so much better now.
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Invitation for The Gertrude
Stein Birthday Party: 19 9 2
by Mme Tessie Schwartzbaum-Hertzberg

March 2 1, 1992
Hi G irls!!!
Well, it’s that time of year again. Happy Spring Equinox.
You know what that means— it’s time to start thinking
about old Gertrude’s birthday. Sorry kids...but I had
hepatitis in December, which screwed up the usual February
event this year. Anyhow, you are ever so cordially invited, as
Mme Tessie’s guest, to attend this year’s birthday party.
This year, for the first time, it’s going to be held in a little
N Y C French restaurant. Now girls— you know little in this
sense has nothing to do with size. It’s not Le Cote Basque and
poor old Truman won’t be there to chronicle us, but perhaps
MmeTorLinsey will do the honors
Don’t worry... neither
Babs Paley nor Slim Keith are invited to this one. Those great
old gals just lost their sense of humor about all this stuff in the
very end. I mean, my dear, I thought Truman’s short story was
an absolute literary masterpiece. Didn’t you? As I told Mme
Emma in Paris— Letter #4 pp. 18-22— it’s an absolute kumquat. An exact one-hour read— why I’ve read it at least ten
times already. My dear, the Cole Porter vignette alone is
worth the price of admission.
Anyhow girls, you know the type restaurant— you know
you do— admit it. I mean, my dear, doesn’t everyone in N Y
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have their favorite little French restaurant? This one is cur
rently Madame T ’s absolute favorite— but please promise
you won’t tell a soul or soon you won’t be able to get a table
(or even a seat for that matter). I mean, after Cafe Brittany
closed it took so long to find another one.
I think it was Jammi Lampston who told me about this
year’s restaurant in 1965. It was around the corner from “Le”
Club— her private eating club— on 2nd right off 57th. But
that was so long ago it’s hard to remember the date exactly. It
was right across from where the old Rolls Royce used to
be__ You remember that Rolls Royce, don’t you (currently
Castro Convertible)? That Rolls place was doomed from the
beginning. I mean, my dear, N Y is just not a Rolls Royce
town like Beverly Hills is. I think you could actually go from
one year to the next without ever seeing one in N YC . Why,
one time Mme T actually sat for half an hour at Sunset &
Doheney in Beverly Hills waiting for a bus and counted 36
Rolls’s...no kidding— 36 in half an hour. (I think it has
something to do with conspicuous consumption— don’t
you?) Anyhow, no doubt about it— N Y is just not a Rolls
Royce town. It’s more a Lincoln Towncar town__ Funny
though, the only Rolls that Mme T was ever actually in was
in NY, but it was from Beverly H ills.. .George Hamilton’s
yellow Rolls (way before Imelda, more like “Act One” days).
But that’s another story__
Anyhow, back to Jam mi and “Le” Club. As I recall 1965
was the year that Jam mi was Mayor Wagner’s niece through
his second wife, Barbara Cavanaugh (between Susan & Phyl
lis Cerf). Didn’t last very long...maybe a year or so. Oh
well!!! Anyhow, you all remember “Le” Club, don’t you? The
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widow Kennedy had just moved to town— the Ford girls,
Charlotte & Ann, were also new on the scene, having just
recently made their debut before “The” Cardinal with Jam mi. That “Le” Club__ You remember, I know you do, don’t
you? Anyhow, “The” Cardinal then was Francis Spellman or
as I’m told “Fanny” to his girlfriends. If I were to believe the
boulevard speculation (street dish to you, honey) there were
some very wild goings on in the Chancery House (currently
the Helmsley Palace). Much simplier times indeed!!!
Anyhow kids, this wasn’t the WASPy Fernanda Wetherill
bunch by any means. I mean in the end, my dear, didn’t
everybody know that Ann McDonnell had better sense than
Henry Ford to bring those girls up as good Catholics? (I’ll tell
you what Jam m i used to say about Charlotte’s quickie mar
riage to old man Niarchos some other tim e.. .off the record.
That’s too dishy for this party invite and might even have
been a little Jungle Red on Jam m i’s part.)
Anyhow, the point is that it’s that “Le” Club that we’re
talking about here...around the corner from this year’s res
taurant. This is beginning to ramble a bit and feel like a time
warp to me. Nes pas? That’s French for.. .No? Well at least
they can’t accuse me of being repetitious like poor old
Gertrude. (Well, my dear, maybe a few minor Mme Tessieisms at best?) I mean Mme T is no genius like Gertrude.
She is a little plucky and she does ramble a bit but she is not
repetitious by any means. And actually her digressions can be
quite succinct, focused and insightful— when she puts her
mind to it .. .but she is no genius the way Gertrude was.
Back to the digression— the time was 1965— Claude
Picasso working the floor for Avedon still married to
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Sarah...Tony Perkins still with his “roommate” , Grover
Dale, the “choreographer” on 2 1st S t .. .Jerry Schatzberg still
with his “roommate” , Faye Dunnaway, on C P W .. .Katherine
Hepburn still bitching about Stephen Sondheim’s dog in
Turtle Bay...Elsa Peretti running around town hustling
head shots, trying to break into Wilhemina as a model... Diana Vreeland still at Vogue. . .Robert L. Green still at
Playboy— bring us the Caswell Massey’s and Carnaby St... Annie Flanders still Marcia Weinrib at Outrageous on
68th & 2nd long before The Soho News and Details. . .the Avnets still at the W hitney...Le Tout N Y .. .Shepards in the
Delmonico (first disco in N Y — currently Regine’s is in that
space).. .Baby Jane Holzer, pre-disco diva, Queen of the old
Peppermint Lounge to Chubby Checkers’ King— twisting
the night away before she became a super star for you know
who. G o d .. .1 wonder who has her publicist now? (Or if she’s
even alive?) Didn’t she have the same PR people as the
Zauderers? Now that, dear reader, that’s a name from the
past. A small footnote to social history from the pages of Le
Tout N Y in the 60s. Much simplier times indeed!!!
Now girls— that was the uptown crowd. Downtown N Y
in the 60’s had a more artistic bent. Cafe Cino, The Old Reli
able and Ellen Stewart (La Mama) newly over Martinizing
Cleaners.. .you remember, right next to the Naked Grape on
2nd Ave, all getting off-off Broadway off the ground. Bobbie
Zimmerman soon to be Bob Dylan at The Cafe Wha and
living on MacDougal St__ The 5 Spot and the Jazz Gallery
on St Mark’s Place, featuring the likes of Miles Davis and
Betty Carter__ The Beats were burning out and the Hippies
were on the rise. Ah! The spanking new Age of Aquarius.
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What energy.. .what a time to be alive. Tom O ’Horgan and
H air fresh out o f The Public. Mr Papp new on the scene
bringing us the Judson Liquid Memorial Theatre and Mr
Gritowski from Poland. (Thank you so much Mr Papp—
you’ll be sorely missed.) For lighter divertissement we had
the people painter at The Electric Circus, The Fillmore East
(Thank you Mr Graham and Ms Joplin), Thrush and “O ”
Boutique featuring Steven Burrows before he hit Bendel’s
and became a fashion star. (Why in fashion at the time Joel
Schurmacher was scill doing windows at Bergdorfand Calvin
Klein was still only Frankie Klein’s cousin.)
For the more serious-minded there were even active salons,
in the traditional sense, in the most unusual places— i.e. over
Goldstone’s Cleaners at 15 3 First Ave, where John & Merril
Harris (soon to be Gabby Haze and Merril Mushroom) had
open house every night next to the current Theatre for the
New City, which at the time was the Department of Sanita
tion, and at 3rd St & Ave B where Tom Worth was receiving
and you could learn about things like Eric Satie, who just hap
pened to get overlooked in Music Appreciation 10 1. The best
part about these salons was that it was there that uptown &
downtown had a chance to mix and mingle and exchange
ideas. That’s one of the things I like most about N Y , don’t
you? I mean, my dear, Manhattan is quite a small island and
people here mix it up more than in other major cities, i.e. Lon
don & Paris— There’s less emphasis on the class thing here
and more emphasis on ideas and achievement. Why, my dear,
I meet some of the most interesting people downtown in the
oddest places and they in turn meet me.
I think I’m beginning to wax a little sentimental about the
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downtown crowd of the 60s here— No? I’m sure the village
is just as vibrant and exciting today as in the 60s but the
problem is that I’m not in my 20’s anymore. Perhaps every
thing is more exciting when you’re in your 20’s .. .that’s hard
to say. Anyhow, that’s what was happening in the 60s both
uptown and downtown and all around the town and all I can
say is, “boy, was it exciting”. Now, dear reader, that last sec
tion on N Y in the 60s is I gather one of the best examples of
a focused digression you’ll ever get from Mme Tessie’s pen...
even though it might seem a teeny tiny bit long— it’s not
wordy and it paints a pointilistic portrait (please note al
literation) of Le Tout N Y in a most economic fashion.
But alas back to the point here— which is that Mme T ’s
grandmother, Granda Kitty, would read about all those up
town people avidly in the oldJournal American from Dorothy
Killgallen or from Walter Winchell but in the end she dis
missed them all as what she called “Cafe Society” . . .not Astors or Vanderbilts and certainly not Lamonts or Ruuusevelts
(as she was wont to pronounce it). Grandma Kitty was not
one to read the New York Times the way Mme T used to at a
certain point — before it went to six columns and it still had
Charlotte Curtis covering the social scene.. .you all remem
ber, don’t you.. .before it started to look like the Washington
Post. Anyhow, Le Tout N Y circa 196 0’s .. .it was the thought
of Jam mi Lampston and this year’s restaurant that triggered
me
What is a proper women to say except perhaps Selavy?
Now back to the old Cafe Brittany— which is where this
digression on Le Tout N Y began. I know it was Aunt Helen
who took Mile Tessie to the Cafe Britanny, where many a lit
tle N Y C lady in the 40’s and 50’s got her training in French
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food. You all remember Aunt Helen, don’t you? Our-Ladyof-the-Perpetual-Scrabble-Set from “The Lazy Susan Story” ,
the short story for the 4th annual Stein luncheon in 1989.
(You all remember how Alexina, that year’s “Miss” Miss
Porter, just loved the texture in that story on mother’s tinkle
rummy game.) Well anyhow girls, before this scattered
ramble becomes a digression again, I mean girls you know
how Mme Tessie can get— I’m a lot better lately- No? I mean
I could have made this a full-blown digression on restaurants
of the 50’s & 60s— I could have gone into Max’s K C, where
one artist used to hang out or St Adrian’s on Broadway in The
Central, where many other artists used to hang.. .when The
Kitchen was the kitchen in the old Mercer Arts Center.. .or
even Princess Pamela’s (still on 10th St at the time) where
everybody used to go. Why, my dear, I could even have gone
into The Finale or Fedora— two little Village restaurants.
Fedora thank God is still exactly the same— except the
prices!!! Bye the bye I saw Robert L. Green recently in the
Village and he hasn’t changed one bit in 30 years either. I
mean, my dear, not one bit__ I wonder whose placenta he’s
on? Oh well, I guess a few things in life don’t change but not
many. Well dear reader, maybe this invite is a flashback not a
time warp. What do you think?
Anyhow— tut suite— here's the dish on our GS party for
1992. Oophs— I mean the info on the party.. .I’ll tell you the
menu in a minute.
d a t e : Sunday, May 3, 1992
t i m e : 5 :30 -7:30 p m
p l a c e : Les Sans Culottes, 1085 2nd Ave (57th St), NYC
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The set menu will be coquilles Saint Jacques (scallops in a
bechamel sauce) for the fish dish and steak Bernaise (steak
with a Hollandaise sauce) for the meat course. Now kids,
here’s a hint...don’t forget to use the fresh cutlery for the
second course. (You all remember Fish & Meat at good ol’
Miss Porter.. .after Mixing Meat & Dairy i o i .. .sophomore
year.. .2-year sequence.) Now that’s a hoot!!! Fat chance for
the latter course at Miss P’s— sounds more like one for
Yeshiva’s Stern College for Women to me. (You all know that
the only Jews in Miss Porters ’51 were Mme T, Sophie
Schnurmacher and Galicia Farburg.. .the three sisters from
The Harmonie Club. Oh well!!! Anyhow, the dessert will be
a surprise crepe. It really is wonderful— not simple but
wonderful— so make sure to leave a little room. Bet you can’t
wait!!! For those who wish to order off the menu that will also
be possible. There will be white wine for the fish dish and red
wine for the meat dish. There will also be club soda and water
for those who would rather.
This was the menu served to Mme Tessie by Mme Baudin
when she went to France with Mme Emma in 1979 before
the Saturday Club meeting...that’s the meeting wherein
Mme T predicted that Ted Kennedy would be the
Democratic candidate for President in 1980. In retrospect I
don’t think that Mme T would garner Eleanor Clift’s seat on
the McLoughlin Group with that prediction. Don’t you just
love Eleanor Clift to death...I mean she’s my absolute
favorite in addition to Cokie Roberts and Elizabeth Drew.
Strange how the women political commentators are so ap
pealing lately.. .they seem to be the brightest and make the
most sense all the time. Thank you so much, Leslie Stahl, for
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your ground-breaking work. You’re sorely missed on Face
the Nation. Oh well— you know how much the French just
love their political discussions...almost as much as their
food. Anyhow, this is a very traditional menu and it was the
one that Madame Baudin served that Saturday before the
Saturday Club came to meet and to talk politics. This was one
of the highlights of Mme Tessie’s trip to France.
The wines have not been selected yet but perhaps Mme
Emma will give a hand with that. I f we’re lucky enough she
can convince Patte in Paris, or even Genieve’s brother,
Dominic Patte, in Poitiers to make a suggestion or two. After
sampling Dominic’s menu for his eldest daughter’s confir
mation in 1979 I’d trust his judgement on matters of French
gastronomy without batting an eyelash. You remember that
that confirmation dinner for Marie Odile in Portiers was
voted the best meal of Mme T ’s trip to France in “Le Jour
nal” ...! mean pate from the trek of the goose liver and all.
But that’s another story for another time.
Anyhow, back to this year’s party for Gertrude. The diver
tissement will be as follows: the toast will be at 5:40 PM
sharp and the grab bag (and perhaps “Pin the Tail on the
Liver Spot”) at 7 :15 pm. There might even be a literary
surprise or two— I mean, my dear, beside this party invite
which is fast becoming the longest one in history.. .and to
think my first idea was to send a post card (GS by Picasso, of
course). Also this year we are reinstating the Henri Rousseau
Lifetime Achievement Award (after a 2-year lapse). This year
the recipient will be Mme Tessie & Co for her work on “Pride
and Prejudice” and all those who helped make it possible.
Now girl— if you get this invitation that means you.
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Anyhow, in honor of the occasions, both Gertrude’s 118 th
and the fact that we all pulled off “P & P” together, Mme T is
pleased to reiterate that the treat is on her. I mean, my dear,
what else would a proper woman do? Hope you all can make
it!!!
RSVP by calling to discuss menu choices any Monday,
Wednesday or Friday am before FRIDAY, APRIL 24, 1992.
TA t a and X X X

Tess
PS.
I spoke to Mme Emma in Paris and she picked the
wines.. .Pouilly Fuisse for the fish (Bourgone— Nice & Dry)
and St. Emilion for the meat (Bordeaux— Ruby with a light
tang). I don’t think we’ll go as far as cork-smelling but you
never know. (That’s something I’m sure “La” Principesca
would do. I’d ask her what years are best for the wine selec
tion. .. if I were still talking to her. But that’s a major story for
another time__ )
P.P.S.
There also might be a small prize for anyone who can name
the 3 previous recipients of the Henri Rousseau Award.
Here’s a hint— Maria Manhattan 1987, Eric Broaddus 1989
and______________1989. I know this is a tough one since
the only one at that luncheon in 1989 who is invited this year
is Ann Volkes. As a matter of fact when I checked my records
not only did Ann accept the award that year, in absentia, but
she has been to every GS celebration since they began in
earnest in 1987. The first one in 1986 doesn’t really
count.. .it was Harold, currently Lisbon Lilly, and Alan (pre
Mme T) out for a smart lunch at Claire— in “the” window
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seat, of course. Anyhow— small point of info— Mme T was a
souffle cooked up for the 2nd GS in 1987 by Alan and Miss
Pretty Face.
You know things change so quickly in N YC : Mme Emma
in Paris; Harold in Lisbon; Eric dead; Bill Rushton dead;
Wayne Bardy aka Holly G. Lightly dead; Lillian Morrison
holed up in Washington Heights; Mme Mao and Mme Tessie
on each other’s shit list for a contretemps over the 1989
luncheon; Sam Schoenbaum out of touch since he moved to
Australia; Alexina moved to Cold Springs; Eugene Kelly not
well and God only knows where Emmanuelle Patte is or for
that matter even Maria Manhattan. (You all remember
her...the Box Lunch in the 19 7 0 ’s .. .after Judy Chicago’s
Dinner Party).
Anyhow— bravo ann !!!
P.P.P.S.
Here’s one last hint. The 1989 award went to _________ as
Queen of the Weekend Readings. Good luck, Ann, or
anybody else who remembers the old GS New Year’s Week
end Readings at the Paula Cooper Gallery in Soho. Are they
still going on? After John Cage ruined it by forcing James
Joyce on the event Mme T just lost interest after 10 years of
reading. What about you?
I mean, my dear, when they asked Mme T to read James
Joyce she told them straight out that she wasn’t a public
reader— she was a “Steinette” . What else would a proper
woman do? (Particularly since there was absolutely no love
lost between Gertrude and Joyce and that’s a fact!) Why that
old queen John Cage!!! Now don’t blush girls— everybody
knows about him and his “roommate” Merce Cunningham
I 81 >
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forever, don’t they? And that’s a fact— no Jungle Red here. I
mean it’s the worst kept secret in town and in this day and
age! Give me a break pleeease!!! He must have some ego to
ruin such a nice event just because he was doing “Roratorio”
at the tim e.. . 1 mean, he has been the standing Grandaddy of
the Avant Garde for some tim e.. .1 mean he should know bet
ter...m y dear, where is his PPP (Proper Public Protocol).
Those New Year’s readings were a simple affair for the N Y
literati to get together quietly and pay their respects to
Gertrude for over 1 5 years. I mean absolutely no ego— a sort
of family affair— I mean, my dear, Charles Ludlum ... Susan
Sontag__ Shame on you, John!!! You all know what Marcel
Duchamp would say — don’t you? Selavy as in Rrose Selavy.
P.P.P.P.S.
I just figured out why some people still have little French
restaurants and some people now have only little Mexican or
Japanese restaurants. It has to do with culinary fashion. The
trouble with Mexican restaurants or Japanese restaurants, in
addition to the whimsical nature of culinary fashion, is that
you can’t make entrances. (As in Sardi’s or Le Cote Basque.)
It’s that simple.
I mean for years in N Y in addition to their little French res
taurant everybody also had their little Chinese restaurant.
Now kids.. .we’re talking Cantonese here— before Szechuan
and Hunan. But Chinese restaurants don’t lend themselves
to entrances either. I mean, think about it...not in the old
House of Chan (another o f Aunt Helen’s favorite haunts) or
even Pearls or certainly not at the old Harbin Inn at 100th &
Broadway. You understand, of course, that people who like
good food will go to any lengths and in the 1960’s 100th &
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Broadway was pretty far to go.
Anyhow, no doubt about it, it takes a big French res
taurant for a proper woman to make a proper entrance. (Just
ask “La” Principesca about that.) Now the point here is that
in a little French restaurant entrances are not necessary be
cause you’re not up against “anybody” ... there isn’t “any
body” there to begin with. I mean there are people there, of
course, but not “anybody”. Everyone is an “everybody” . All
this, of course, has nothing to do with the food— which is
what makes little French restaurants so enjoyable. If you find
the right one, the food is excellent, the price is moderate, the
staff is particularly friendly— if you are a regular (Did I say
that about French waiters? I guess I did.) and you don’t have
to put up with entrances.
Now let’s face it kids— does this sound like “our” crowd or
not? I mean, my dear, I’d rather be an “everybody” than an
“anybody” any day as long as it means good food. Nes pas?
And— didn’t Gertrude herself do “Everybody’s Autobiog
raphy” ? So maybe I’m right— “everybody” is better — if it
gets you good food. Now, my dear, that’s a typical French
viewpoint— don’t you think? Indeed— I ’ll take the food over
the entrances any day— no doubt about it.
This P.P.P.P.S., dear reader, is neither rambly nor scattered
but an example of a very focused digression on restaurants.
As it now stands I think it is perhaps some of Mme T ’s most
insightful writing to date. Definitely one for “the” book. I ’d
keep it if I were you. (Why it could even easily be fleshed out
to include Mme T ’s most memorable entrances. Now girls,
that would be a hoot— particularly the one in Beverly Hills
where she was the only one at the table that she didn’t
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know.. .the night of the 2 0 1 3 Year Old Man recording session
at Warner Brothers.) As a matter of fact I think I’d keep this
whole invite if I were you. I mean it is the longest one ever
written__ No doubt about that, why even Harold’s goingaway party invite was only 5 pages (double spaced).. .and all
that texture on Jam m i Lampston and “Le” Club from the 60s
is pure N Y social history. No? And it is done on Mme Tessie’s
new old typewriter.. .please note the (“ ”) and pay particular
attention to the (!).
Anyhow.. .back to restaurants, I hate to spoil the surprise
but one of the readings at the dinner will be a short (3 or 4
minute) passage from Gertrude’s book Paris France about the
historic place of restaurants in French society. I mean, my dear,
can you imagine Mme Tessie has the chutzpah to analyze
restaurants in America in a Steinian context. Now that, dear
reader, takes a B IG set of balls (which is exactly what I believe
chutzpah means in Yiddish)...balls with a little something
extra...perhaps lots of hair or maybe even a little chicken
fat.. .Yiddish can be such an expressive language at times. Nes
Pas? I mean, my dear, what else would a proper women say?
P.P.P.P.P.S.
Now girls— I really am sorry this is such a long party invita
tion. Absolutely the longest ever.. .I’m sure (9 pages.. .4,500
words...) Let’s just call it a short story or a long party invite and
let it go at that. You know what Gertrude said though? (I
mean, my dear, it is her birthday— she should have the last
word— don’t you think?): “Excuse me for writing such a long
letter__ I didn’t have time to write a short one.”
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P E R H A P S T H E N E A R L Y U N I V E R S A L G R A Y N E S S WAS

part of Dr. W hite’s prescription for a soft re-entry. The clouds
and fog and endless drizzle-mist blurred the edges of most
everything— trees, cars, building, hills, people. Sometimes
even the roofline of the two-story high lodge itself seemed
enclosed in cloud, as if the little hillock on which it sat was
some great Alp thrusting skyward. But in the few hours of
clear sky that had occurred during the four days since my ar
rival, I had seen that there was nothing so dramatic in this
landscape, just gently rolling hills and pastures, small glades
of pine and oak, a hundred modulations of soft greens and
browns. And even these slight differences in tone and hue
were flattened out by the eternally enclosing grayness. No
violence here, no drama. An easy point from which to ease
back into the world outside Dr. W hite’s clinic.
Inside seemed nearly as foggy, but that was just an effect of
dim sconces and table lamps, and the slightly smoky atmos
phere of damp logs burning in the graystone fireplaces. Forty
watt bulbs were the maximum. Even the clothing worn by
guests and staff alike seemed to reflect the general earthi
ness— wools and lodens and corduroys, never bright; hiking
and fishing boots of leather and rubber. Even the tablecloths
in the dining room were an earthy gray-green, and the meals
themselves carried forward the theme of muted tones— mut-
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ton, potatoes in jackets, Brussels sprouts. The red or green
jello of dessert seemed glaring. Television and radio were
restricted to a small parlor and, at least during my stay at
Lakeside, were hardly ever turned on.
I was the only solitary guest, judging by the distribution
in the dining room. The headwaiter had asked, on my arrival,
if I wanted to be introduced to any of the other guests to share
meals, but I didn’t really feel ready to meet anyone, didn’t
feel ready to swap any stories or exchange pleasantries. There
were a few fishing parties who took all their meals together;
a few couples, both mixed and unisexual, who usually ap
peared dressed for hiking; one man who always came to table
with a laptop and a woman who sat staring out the window
while he worked, and a pair of women more formally dressed
than the rest, who, though rarely speaking, gave the impres
sion of being in constant communication.
Perhaps it was because of them that I accepted the lodge
manager’s offer of an outing to a lake for fishing. Fitzjohn
said that the McClean ladies were going, and would I care to
join them. He promised that it would be a “splendid occasion
to see a bit of countryside,” though how that was to be ac
complished in the fog he never clarified. But it was more for
a closer look at these McClean women that I was going. I
wasn’t much interested in fishing, or countryside.
We had been in the dining room simultaneously ten or
twelve times, and passed each other countless times on strolls
around the grounds or wandering through the lodge’s com
mon areas, but still we had never exchanged a word, merely
silent, Teutonic nods of greeting. They were always together,
and Fitzjohn’s appellation “McClean ladies” did nothing to
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further my understanding of how or if they were related. I as
sumed “McClean” was a family and not a place, but had no
basis for that assumption. Like the muted tonalities of the
local landscape, the differences between them were flattened
out enough so that nearly anything— mother-daughter,
sisters, or just two people who had been together too long—
was possible.
Perhaps they caught my eye because their presence at the
lodge was inexplicable, like mine. I mean, it was a place one
came for fishing or hiking, especially in the autumn. There
was nothing else to do there, and it was hard to say that one
came for nothing. Perhaps one of them was acting as the
other’s guardian, perhaps one o f them was recuperating, as I
was. But if this was the case, which was patient and which
nurse was not readily apparent. Sometimes I had the sensa
tion that they had been studying me, but I had been out of
norma! circulation for some time and I wasn’t always certain
about how people behaved.
The fishing party assembled in the dining room at six in
the morning. It was grayer and darker than any morning
before. Fitzjohn said it was a “splendid morning for fishing.”
He made formal introductions, and one of the “Misses” Mc
Clean said she had met another Mr. Franklin in America. Her
accent was Londonish, and rather aristocratic, but that was
the end of the breakfast conversation. I realized that I had lost
the art of small talk. The other McClean remained silent.
We reassembled on the lodge’s driveway, and the old
Bentley saloon, a somber hunter green, was waiting for us.
One of the waiters doubled as driver, loading the car with
fishing tackle and straw picnic hampers. I had on my green
{87 1
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hooded rain jacket. The McClean women appeared in long,
hooded loden capes, fastened at the neck with horn toggle
buttons. Each cape was of a dark gray tone outlined in green,
but one was slightly darker than the other. The two women
insisted on sitting in back. I sat alongside the driver, losing a
chance to study them more closely. I couldn’t comfortably
turn to speak, and as they said nothing, and the driver said
nothing, the trip was taken in silence.
It was a climb to the lake, higher up into the hills, and as
the altitude increased so did the damp and grayness. It felt as
though we were driving through rainclouds. Everything—
clothing, tackle, hampers, windows— became wet and cold.
The regal hum of the engine and the regular sweep of the
wiper blades were hypnotic. The driver increased the heat in
the car and I became drowsy.
I woke when the car stopped. My bones were aching. The
driver helped carry the tackle to the pier, and said he’d come
back for us in a couple of hours. “There’s no need to go too far
out in this fog. Keep the pier in sight, there are plenty of fish
near the shoreline,” he advised.
He was invisible in a matter of seconds, and the women
and I walked down the narrow bark-chip path to the simple
wooden pier. Everything was so wet it felt as though the lake
itself must have recently receded. The wooden planks were
slippery; the McCleans gripped each other’s arms. I set down
the tackle box and leaned the fishing rods against a piling.
The whole pier was swaying in a long, rolling swell, strange
ly oceanlike for a hilltop lake. A metal rowboat rocked
alongside the pier to which it was tied. A green-painted
metal handrail and three wooden steps led down to the water.
(88)
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The paint was chipping and the rail was slimy, coated with
some unpleasant form of life. I got into the boat and put the
oars on the dock, and used my hands to bail out a little water.
Then I asked the women to pass me the tackle. The one I felt
was older did so, but when I signaled them to come aboard
she said, “Perhaps we’ll just watch. The movement on the
dock is already making us seasick.”
I wasn’t thrilled about going out alone onto the fog-bound
lake, but the alternatives were not too attractive either. The
driver would not be coming back for hours, and the enig
matic McCleans had lost their attractiveness for me. They
now seemed merely standoffish, rejecting and uninteresting.
Maybe they really had nothing to say. At least the fishing
would be an activity. The land was nearly as wet as the water,
and I decided to pass my time in the boat. “Well, push me off
then,” I said, and the older one wished me luck as the dingy
plowed out into the fog. Her push and the swell took me out
quickly, and it was a minute or two before I realized that the
oars were still on the dock. I thought for a moment about
panic, and then remembered Dr. White’s advice and decided
against it. The current would bring me ashore somewhere
eventually, or I could paddle with my hands if I could decide
on a direction.
The forward thrust from the push-off slowly subsided and
the little aluminum shell rocked quietly in the long swell.
An inch or so of brackish water still sloshed around the bot
tom. I threw out a line. Perhaps I had underestimated the
fog, or perhaps it had thickened quite rapidly. I saw nothing
but the boat, the rod, and the first few feet of nylon line. In
the stillness I heard the two women’s voices. I couldn’t quite
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make out the words— ululate, palaver, transposition— were
possible mishearings, but I knew I couldn’t be too far from
shore.
More quickly than I was prepared for I had a strike.
Fitzjohn had spoken of big bass, but I knew at once that this
was something large and powerful. Once, years before, I had
been deep-sea fishing and had struck and lost a marlin.
Whatever I had now was sending the same electricity
through my hands. But this time I was in a small, powerless
rowboat, not a big fishing yacht with huge engines, and I was
certain that the fish’s raw strength would capsize me. The
black carbon-fiber rod was bent in an impossibly tight arc
and seemed on the point of snapping. I was about to make an
expensive decision— to let go of the tackle and reimburse the
hotel for the loss. There was no longer anyone for them to
reimburse if I went over. But as suddenly as it had struck, the
fight went out of whatever had taken my hook. I had dead
weight, a lot of it, at the end of the line.
I reeled in slowly, hoping that the line wouldn’t snap, and
brought my catch closer to the boat. The fog had lifted a little
and I glimpsed a strange black form under the gray-green
water. The women’s sporadic phrases were louder, closer, and
I trembled with fright when the boat banged unexpectedly
against the pilings. The long swell had brought me in again.
“I’ve caught something big and strange,” I called to the
McCleans. “We may have to wait for the driver to help me
bring it ashore.”
“I’ll give ye a hand,” a gruff masculine voice spoke in the
accent I had come to recognize as that of the region. He was
standing on the pier, immediately above me. “Pass me the
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rope and I’ll make ye fast,” he said. I handed up the sodden
line and he deftly tied it to the piling. He was tall, weathered,
wearing the rubber boots and waders of a serious fisherman.
He came down into the boat and peered into the water.
“Seems still a little alive,” he told me. “I’ll get a net.”
It took all of both our strengths to pull the thing out o f the
water and onto the pier. The McCleans hung back, watching
the operation silently. When it was finally on the dock all
four of us stared. “What is it?” I asked. The fisherman said, “I
don’t have a name for ’em, but I’ve taken one or two out of
here before.”
It looked like an illustration from a book of natural history,
like some strange sort of evolutionary aberration, a huge tor
toise with a giant fish tail. It was nearly black in color, with a
sheen of dark, dark green. It lay there, heaving, choking,
dying, but still full of immanent awesome power. I couldn’t
catch my own breath, and heaved along with it. The need to
retch was coming on. Then the reptile’s breath began to come
more slowly, and the entire world seemed to breathe at that
pace. A low, ancient moaning resonated, and a bilious yel
low-gray fluid spewed from its throat. “Shouldn’t we push it
back?” I asked. “Too late for that,” the fisherman replied.
I approached the now nearly silent creature. The drying of
its massive shell revealed a complex pattern of myriad forms
of black and green. The ornate swirls gave the design a
scriptlike quality, suggestive of ancient cuneiforms or runes,
Minoan or others whose names I had forgotten. The creases in
the folds of skin at its neck were blood red, contrasting with
the leathery dark olive exterior. Its eyes, before they finally
closed, were a muddy black with the tiniest gleam of
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imperious magenta. The beast vomited, quietly, one last
time, and stopped breathing.
By the time the horn of the lodge’s Bentley sounded, my
own nausea had subsided but I felt weak and drained. The rain
was falling harder, and the McClean women and I were stand
ing away from the pier, hooded and huddled. The fisherman
had gone out in the rowboat, saying he would deal with the
reptile later. We loaded the tackle into the car, returning the
picnic lunches uneaten. The driver sensed that no one felt like
talking. On the ride home I decided that the next morning I’d
go back to London. And when I awoke, I did go.
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The Garden
by Garrett Kalleberg

The sun is low & the room is empty.
Not any room but your room.
You sit in your room which is empty, and
you imagine it to be empty. Which it is not.
A daydream fills your mind, a novel
& agreeable passion, perhaps you are not quite happy
in your room. Perhaps you would like
a beaver hat, peppercorns, fine silk, gunpowder—
black tea, cardamom— deerskin, sugar—
a new sealskin for the ballroom— a new
chart for the map room— a new philosophy
for the bedroom— a new Venus for the garden—
“Chase the Vices from the Garden.”
One cultivates one’s own garden. The garden
is out the window— it is not
your garden. The garden
is empty. It’s winter.
Winter is empty, it’s spring.
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Late spring or summer and
the sun is low and the window is closed
and the air conditioner is on
and all of life
is buzzing around your head.
Your life. No need to go to sea.

1941

They Obey the Same Signal
by Garrett Kalleberg
The common road to Science can be
taken in casual dress; but the high
sensefor the Eternal, tlx Holy, the
Infinite strides along in the robes of
a high priest
—Hegel
Long journeys are shortened by a suc
cession of inns, while desolatepaths,
even when the distances are short,
give the impression of length
-Demetrius

Come springtime, nightshade
is in full bloom,
a lone skiff is calm on the lake,
the black steeple can be seen in the distance
against the late sky— do not tire— it is
only a short way to the inn
along the old road— when one
member is weak the whole
body is weak. We have time. Take a deep breath
and look into the sky, take a good, deep
breath— it is getting dark— and look— for
only initiates can
see the stones of nature multiplying and thus
marvel. Cells, cells, cells...
and millions of them— now
(95 )
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at last we are at the end of our journey and— see,
they talk in German accents, but they’re
not German, not really.
As proof of civility a gentleman is playing the piano
and the entire inn is captivated, now
there’s plenty of beer for everybody,
don’t be afraid,
there’s plenty of laughter, whiskey, and
bittersweet nightshade— even the garden is smokey— Oh,
I know you’re afraid, but
do you know where we are? you can see
four hats in the same room
and one’s a black cap.
Utopia? But what kind of Utopia?
No, the stones of nature are philosophers’
stones, the bricks of nature are indifferent, or
they’re made to
look that way,— your body may be weak
but the spirit is willing, now, at
the end of our journey.

(96)

The World According
to Lukacs
by Elfie Raymond
“The Future comes by itself.
Progress does not."
-George Lukacs to his students.

The Man Without Qualities R o b e r t m u s i l l e t s h i s
hero wonder what Thomas Aquinas might think, when just
after having finished his new order of things in the Summa,
he stepped out of his cell into Vienna’s bustling traffic. And
how would Lukacs feel after neatly arranging things
human— art and conduct— along the slow upward trajec
tory toward the terminus of all desire, if he found himself
suddenly exposed to an Oldenberg happening, the electronic
circus, the din of popular culture, rock concerts, concrete
poetry, non fiction novels and all that’s come after? Would he
only see large-scale destruction? the chaotic breakup of his
beloved forms? the great flood of trivia posturing as art
which drowns genuine aspiration? mass society’s nec
rophagous orgy? Or would he perhaps intuit life’s reassertion
over the stranglehold of conventions? the possible prelude to
a new, more flexible and more adequate arrangement be
tween eros and the products which issue from this energy:
the making of a less tortuous, more organic and joyous
civilization?
Philosophy for him is the form which results from the
powerful passion driving man onward in search of a universal
home. Nostalgia, said Novalis, Heimweh. And if the home
in
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cannot be found in the world and shared with all others, then
the philosopher-poet has to create it, like Plato. One trouble
with such an imaginative-intellectual structure— no matter
how splendid— is that it makes for a thus unresolved con
flict: that which ought to be tends to preempt life. Yet is not
this very conflict present whenever a form is created and
proclaimed and accepted as paradigm?
Heimweh, unlike nostalgia, is yearning and pain the future
may yet alleviate. Meanwhile, restrained by the experience of
time wasting away, called by Hegel “spurious infinity,” the
mind struggles for a way out. An available way. In love with
the nineteenth-century German version of Hellenism,
Shleiermacher’s Plato, Burckhardt’s Renaissance, Goethe and
Montaigne; cognizant of the Pre-Raphaelites and the earlier
Romantics; in touch with the best minds of his day, Lukacs, in
his early twenties, begins to chart a way for himself. He starts
an experimental theater to perform the new plays of Ibsen,
Strindberg and Hauptmann; is received at the Weber
household as “Wunderkind” ; starts to write essayistic articles
on cultural events for the Budapest avant-garde magazine The
West. Literature rather than philosophy seems to be his call
ing. Letters about letters. New forms about forms.
In a refined, deceptively simple lyrical prose he asks in his
first “real” book, The Soul and the Form (1 9 1 1 ): Can the essay—
the purely intellectual poem tracing the structure of essences
behind the palpable shapes of appearance— be a form unto it
self? Occasioned by external events to which intellectual sen
sibility responds, can it be substantial in itself or is it too
elusive-ephemeral? Artistic in origin and scientific in goal, can
literary criticism arrive at a method? somethingreliable?
(98)
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useful? And why form at all? Why order over anarchy? Because
without his soul man is not man; and the soul is but the power
which must realize itself in one’s lifetime to create forms from
and for life. What else does it mean when Aristotle says that the
soul is man’s formal cause but that we must give form to our
selves individually and collectively? And form presumably is
achieved when the flux is arrested and experience is distilled
into its permanent meaning.
Man’s form, whether as individual or as species, is the
tragic defiance of which he is author and victim. Lucifer,
Prometheus Faust, the main heroes. Lyrical poetry, once it
passed beyond the stage of collective incantation, is the form
of concentrate subjectivity: the form for feeling and the in
tuitions about the mind’s origins together with the power to
translate the old codes of archetypes into new canons of ex
perience. Only the epic— the Homeric epic that is, or the
still to come— embraces all of life as it is and it cannot be
written when life falls short of its own form: the great rhythm
of striving and yielding in which individual and community
are conjoined by meaningful distances and endowed with
total being. But the essay is far from the plains of Troy! Here
the mind is reduced to intellect which takes the empiricalsensuous only as pretext. The priority and self-sufficiency of
an intellectual point of view has to be daringly asserted. The
intellectual’s fate, precariously balanced on the intensity of
personal vision, is seen as coming to pass in the encounter
with the forms themselves: latter day Platonists, mystics of
the mind aloof from fumbling humanity.
Thus runs one line of Lukacs’ early inquiry, semi-dogmatic
assertions, and self-justifications. But he is too practical, too
(9 9 )
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attuned to the times replete with discontent, as well as too
sensitive not to apprehend how inadequate the relation is be
tween thought and life and how knowledge fails to inform
action. Thus he cannot remain in the esoteric refuge of the
platonizing world he made.
And how could he have stayed after he had so convincingly
shown in his essay on Kierkergaard that the mind’s desperate
gesture alone cannot solve the existential dilemma: that the
subjective connection, a presumed transcendent presence—
in the absence of a shared, hence objectively available, con
tent of faith— is but a delusion?
And even more so: how could he have stayed after he nearly
committed intellectual suicide in his essays on Stefan George
and on his friend the neoclassicist tragedian Paul Ernst? Here
his platonic predilection is so strong that it leads him to
repudiate life in favor of the normative power of forms: aes
thetic ones in George, the norms of an abstract ethics of great
ness in Ernst. In his letter to Leo Popper— incidentally,
written in the same year (19 1 i)h e completed The Metaphysics
of Tragedy— he says: “The soul has two types of reality: living
is one and Life is the other. Both are equally real but cannot be
equally real at the same time.” Here the problem is simply
stated as an incompatibility in time. But in The Metaphysics of
Tragedy Lukacs opts for a life beyond life based on a protoNietzschean ethics only the greatest of the great can incar
nate. For him the most difficult question of Platonism is
raised in the Parmenides: “Is there also a form for mud?” With
Ernst’s new tragedy, however, the question seems to turn to a
less innocent one: when do forms cease to be redemptive— or
simply evocative, as the later Lukacs maintains— and turn
(100}
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into instruments, even systems of brutalization in the guise of
aesthetic and ethical perfection? But Lukacs is too enthralled
by the high canons of Western culture ever to deal with this
question.
Moving beyond the youth excess of neo-Romantic subjec
tivity, forms become for him in a Hegelian but psycholo
gizing fashion the symptoms by or in which a civilization
discloses its time-bound collective state of mind. Europe is
seen as ailing since the late Renaissance and the increasing
severity of the ailment can be discerned in the development
of the novel. This may sound a bit abstract, yet it is part of the
thesis from which Lukacs writes— surrounded by World
War I like Boccaccio by the Plague— his Theory of the Novel
(1916).
The title, purposely taken from the Schlegels’ conversa
tion in the Athenaeum, conceals more than it tells. Lukacs
presents us here with a philosophic interpretation of the
West s three main cultural stages to which the literary forms
of epic, epopee, and novel are said to correspond. Indeed, the
book contains a splendid synthesis across three thousand
years, resuscitating memories about the lost locus of all
human fulfillment and leading to the threshold of a new
promised land. The epic is for him the proof that human life
admits of immanence: that action can be simple and com
plete, knowledge naive as well as efficacious, life and being
identical, and that desire can come to fruition. In short, that
man and his ideas can coincide in time and place. The bond
between the hero and his people is still mutual rather than
problematic (exploitative), as it becomes in Shakespearean
and modern times. Man’s metaphysical intuition is also
(
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unimpaired: from Arjuna to Aeneas the hero knows his all
importance as well as his insignificance, balancing faith in
himself with faith in some guiding and impelling power.
The ultimate assertion of his will is the point of intersection
with the complete surrender to what is termed providence or
fate. Necessity and justice are felt as coinciding in the long
run: tragic defiance has not yet replaced acceptance.
The epopee (e.g., Dante’s Divine Comedy) no longer arises
spontaneously, or “organically”, from collective experience
and consciousness but is a masterly structure of individual
genius. Its significance lies in the fact that one man’s agoniz
ing ascent prefigures and illumines the process by which the
species through all its members will emerge. “Immanence,”
though located above the world, is constant and fully avail
able in the present through the concrete experience of an
ticipation. Every moment lived is lived on the temporal as
well as on the eternal plane. The medieval synthesis of
faith— though more complex and demanding in its intellec
tual, emotional and social arrangements— is as ’real’ as was
the organic totality of The Iliad.
Modem times, the novel’s times, however, are quite dif
ferent. The second coming, “immanence,” seems to have
been postponed indefinitely; the Pascalian sensibility la
ments God’s absence; and the new heroes who want to prove
their souls in this strange inhospitable place must do so
against all odds, forced into hyper-subjectivity. The novel,
Lukacs tells us, using Fichte’s phrase, is the true form for our
age of sin; of homelessness, despair and for our fear of non-ex
istence.
Two types distill the symptoms: the hero of the narrow
{ 102 )
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soul— clearly descending from the chivalric romances— is
pure activity possessed by an abstract ideal. Demonic and
grotesque, the rift between his soul and the world rives him
from collision to collision, thus making him expose the
mutual inadequacy. Lukacs attempts to prove that things get
worse as time advances by letting the severe pathology of
Kleist’s Michael Kohlhaas devolve from Don Quixote’s
spiritual adventurism. (1 605 D. Qu.—i 808 M .K.) The hero of
the broad soul— e.g., Goncharov’s Oblomov— shuns the
contact, not say the contamination, of the world. Aiming at
the ultimate perfection of his inwardness he ironically finds
himself faced with dissolution. Goethe, in Wilhelm Meister,
goes beyond the sinful and subjective state. His hero can ar
rive at reconciling self and world in a community, due to ex
ceptionally lucky circumstances. But this is clearly not
enough when the rest of man is still in bondage. In Tolstoy
there are exceptional moments where a new life can be
glimpsed; but the disillusionment to follow is even greater
agony than was experienced before. In Dostoevsky, however,
Lukacs feels the promise of a new and adequate humanity
brought closer. His own hopes, personal and theoretic, reach
a peak: (in the new world) “man will no longer be divided be
tween his social surface and his pure, isolated and therefore
abstract inwardness. For the new man the world will be the
image of his spirit and his spirit— soul or self—the image of
the universal man. In the new age, soul and world will be in
tegrated and man will build and live in a true totality incor
porating everything o f substance. This new world will
extend above our divided lives even as we surpass dumb na
ture.” {Theory of the Novel, 157).
(103)
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How enviable in retrospect does his position in 19 16 look
now! Revolutionary political forces were gathering momen
tum to achieve the transformation art and philosophy can but
desire and at best delineate at times of stagnant war and
peace! Marxism was the way Lenin was about to take and
Lukacs— commissar of culture under Bela Kun— gladly fol
lowed. For the next ten years his energy was released into
political theory and action. But the success of fascist reaction
and the ideological shifts in Stalinism with their repercus
sions forced him already in the 1 920s into exile and a produc
tive form of inner emigration. Sentenced to death in absentia
by the Horthy regime while writing History and Class Con
sciousness in Vienna (1928), he was narrowly saved from ex
tradition by letters from European intellectuals, among
them Thomas Mann, to the Austrian government. Berlin
and Moscow were the next stations on the way which was to
lead him back to his native Hungary after the war; back to
eleven days of political appointment as a member of Imre
N agy’s revolutionary government in October 1956; back to
an impending death sentence by communist reaction in June
I 957, when all the other members of the revolutionary
government were executed. Ultimately his way led forward
to the culmination of his thought in his Aesthetics and Social
Ontology in the 1960s. It also led to world fame.
Dialectical Marxism for him proved a durable creed,
shockproofing him against the vicissitudes, even the
atrocities, of the second quarter of the century. It also
provided him with the method he had been looking for all
along: a method which, he felt, entitled him to speak, and
speak a lot, in the name of “science” and “objective truth,”
{104)
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and placed the burden of proof or refutation on the
disbelievers. In addition, Marxism as Weltanschauung and
method enabled him to use his considerable gift of empathy
without having to succumb to the psychologizing tendencies
rampant in Budapest as well as in the West. The ideological
confines increased his productivity by giving it definition
and direction, forcing, however, Aesopian evasions. But it
did not permit him to reconcile official Leninist epistemol
ogy and Pavlovian psychology— two doctrines he rhetorical
ly adopts— with his adaptation of an Aristotelian-Hegelian
ontology. This discrepancy pervades his entire writing on
“realistic” literature and figures prominently in his aes
thetics.
This major work is not an aesthetics in the customary
sense. Encyclopedic in scope, it is rather in its content an
evolutionary anthropology concentrating on the making and
the use of artifacts loosely classed as “artistic.” In its intent it
constitutes a sturdy and not too tolerant ethics for human
ity’s progress-in-process. Like Plato, he distrusts the free im
agination and puts his faith in the kind of anticipatory
memory which revives in our minds the knowledge of who
we really are. The strength and clarity of this memory and the
reliability of a mimetic rendition of the world are for him the
measure of the artist. The power with which a work of art can
cathartically evoke this memory in the audience is the
measure of the work. Art, though special, is neither apart
from nor above life. It rather is man’s most enjoyable and ef
ficacious educator on his way to affirming his essential nature
and maturing into mankind. This is its true purpose within
the total configuration of life and history.
(105)
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Lukacs’ own development as objectified in his work follows
the desired line from transcendence to immanence, from frag
mentary insights almost cast adrift to the solid monumental
totality of his humanistic oeuvre. The exemplary unity of his
life and work founded on the intellectual love of man led him
from the old Platonic stance of sacrificing life to forms to the
more compassionate and hopeful view of making our selfmade forms into vehicles for liberation.

( 106)

Bicycle Days
by Robin Becker

We pedal into our old ways.
A bend in the road draws
us to a fishing village, a country store,
where I admire jars of local jam
and you order sandwiches.
Panniers, old cycling shorts, grease
stained gloves: I follow
the bumblebee-yellow helmet
I bought you for a birthday before we left
each other. A year later, we’re trading
stories— lovers we’ve taken, towns we explored
with other people, jobs we didn’t get.
Bicycle days. Pedalling hard, uphill,
I know your new apartment fills
with things we never had room for. Forgive me.
A couch, beloved paintings, cupboards of dishes
recovered from friends’ basements.
Oh sweet one,
what fatigue finally forced us apart?
On the beach that day
only the hardy
Maine children made it
into the frigid water.
We watched a boy, legs twisted
(107)
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from birth, stab the sand unsteadily.
Behind, his mother carried the walker
he discarded, and you spoke
of her patience, the way she did not rush
the boy but absorbed the gazes of the curious,
the way a lead apron will take the lethal rays.
I return to the memory
as I return to many others— guarded,
with my old fear that events
and the people inside them
will ask more of me
than I’m prepared to give.
You asked more of me: demanded
I ride the forty-five miles
and complete the day’s loop, stay
with you and raise a child.
I heard the jerk
of a chain and turned;
in your palm, the derailleur
cracked in two. Metalfatigue,
you called to me, miles
from the car, halfway
into the day’s ride.
By what magic did you conjure
a teenage boy, strolling down the hill,
Marlboros folded into his T-shirt’s cuff?
I can fix it, he said. Wait here.
Call it karma or luck, he returned
with the part, knelt on the ground
( 108)
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and pulled from his pockets the tools.
Another save.
In an hour we were pumping up the hill.
By morning dark clouds drifted
over the route, but you insisted
we complete what we started.
Twenty miles into the ride, a steady rain
oiled the asphalt, dripped
from your glasses. I ’m hitching back.,
I said, half serious, half-thinking
I’d convince you to quit.
We’re riding, you said. Trust me. I followed,
angry, frightened of skidding, our positions
fixed as the map in your mind.
We cycled through soggy towns,
past white church steeples gone
grey in the Maine afternoon.
You’ll be glad you did it, you shouted
as I walked my bike on a slippery turn.
Over dinner we toasted
the route, the rain, the ride.
Beloved, what fear held me back? What kept
me from trusting when you only wanted
to keep going, to bring us home,
to usher us into a life
we could hold, tangible as the handlebars
in our four hands?

(109)

M y Father’s Voice
by Burton Shulman

I G O T H O ME A R O U N D S I X . I N S I D E WAS A H A U N T E D

winter dark barely laced with streetlight. This was the last
day of Christmas vacation and I was going back up to school
the following day. I was a little surprised that my parents
were out but also glad for the solitude. I fumbled too fast for
the light switch and banged my leg hard on a table.
“Shit, shit, shit,” I sobbed, letting it out loud and full.
“Watch that stuff.” It was my father’s voice. I froze.
“Jesus,” I breathed. My heart was pounding.
“I said watch that stuff.”
It was humiliating. I listened very closely. He seemed to be
on the couch, three feet away. The air was stuffed with dark
ness like cotton. I couldn’t see him at all.
“Dad?” I said.
I could hear him now. He was breathing through his mouth,
regular and slow, with a wheeze. The air was close around us,
colder than it should have been because he’d been keeping the
heat low to save money. After a few breaths he swallowed,
cleared his throat, then started breathing through his mouth
again. I was close enough to him that I felt his body’s warmth,
smelled his breath tinged with onion. It made no sense to stand
there without light but he didn’t tell me to turn it on. I
couldn’t remember the last time I’d stood so close to him for so
long. The darkness made it almost comfortable.
(i io)
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“What are you doing?” I asked.
He shifted position, his knees cracking. I pictured him as
he often was, sitting in his checkered bathrobe, open to boxers
and T-shirt, one leg pulled up on the couch, the other foot on
the floor, his heavy torso folded over itself, his face puffy, eyes
small and red. His legs and feet always looked so young, the
hair jet black, the muscles so thin and strong that sometimes
it seemed the aging process was reversing itself in him from
the ground up, that he would never die.
“Dad?” I said. “Are you O K ?”
He coughed again.
“Fine. I was just thinking,” he said.
I heard the droning hum of the electric clock in the kitch
en, pictured its long black numbers curved over its yellowing
face, the second hand sweeping around. As a child I would
sometimes sit and watch it, imagining I was lashed to it as a
kind of punishment.
“What were you thinking?” I asked. I was starting to see
his outline now, distinct in places, invisible in others, his
glasses catching a spark of streetlight as he moved his head. I
wanted both to see him, clear and sharp, and not to see him at
all, only to hear his voice.
“I was thinking about your Uncle Dave, Joey. About
Florida. It’s twenty-six years this month I was supposed to go
down with him. It was twenty-six years last month your
mother and I got engaged.”
Uncle Dave. He seemed to be talking about him all the
time now. Years before the two of them had been set to go to
Florida, start a real-estate company. Then my mother entered
my father’s life. They fell for each other but she wouldn’t go
(
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south, wouldn’t leave her family. Uncle Dave went anyway
and made a nice career of it, while my father stayed behind and
struggled in a furniture store, which he eventually bought.
But two months ago his business had failed. Now he was
working as a salesman at Sears.
I listened to my own breath, held my wrist, feeling my
pulse throb steadily against my palm. That comforted me.
My legs were aching, but I was afraid to move. I didn’t want
to turn on the light, to mess up the moment. It hurt to realize
how much I ached for his company. It seemed years since
we’d been able to be this physically close. It only seemed pos
sible now because of the dark, though even in the dark I
couldn’t hug him or kiss him or stand any closer. But maybe
we could talk for a while.
“What was that like,” I asked, “meeting Mom?” He used
to like telling the story of how they’d met and married
within two months. “Love at first sight,” he’d say, and cross
his eyes.
A car passed outside and its light flickered through the
living room like an empty movie projector. I closed my eyes
until it was gone. I wanted the darkness thick.
“I guess I always needed a normal home,” he said softly. “I
guess she did too.”
He stopped talking. I had the sense that he was listening
to himself as closely as I was. There was apparently some
thing rough for him tonight. I wanted to know what it was.
“What do you mean?” I asked.
“I wasn’t much of a loverboy, Joey,” he said suddenly. He
cleared his throat. “Couldn’t—perform. Not even in the
Army. Couldn’t. Not until your mother.”
{112 )
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My pulse jumped under my hand. His glasses were catch
ing and losing the same single glint of streetlight over and
over as his head shook slightly back and forth with his
heartbeat. It was hypnotic, like he was there then he wasn’t. I
closed my eyes again, listening to the whoosh of another car,
the crunch of gravel. I imagined I was driving it, driving
away from there, fast. My legs felt stiff and achy.
“I haven’t been feeling too well since the store, Joey. They
got me on pills. Antidepressants. These pills, they make it so
you can’t— you know what I’m saying— ”
I felt dizzy, leaned back against the wall to keep my
balance. I wanted badly for him to stop talking now.
“Like before I met your mother.”
I didn’t want to hear this, or know this. He was my father.
But somehow I couldn’t stop myself.
“What was the matter with you?” I asked.
It came out nasty. He cleared his throat. My pulse raced.
He started talking in a steady, uncharacteristic stream.
“Your Uncle Dave, he always had it with the women. But
m e... in the service other guys would go to the cathouses. But
me— I couldn’t. I saw a girl overseas for a while. But that
didn’t work. When I got home it was money— Florida, the
whole bit. I was hoping once I made my mark the other thing
would work out. Then your mother. She was a beautiful
woman, your mother. It was set in stone right away— that I
felt that way. You don’t know what that was like. I was going
to marry her— there wasn’t any choice. With some of us
there’s one mate and that’s the way it goes.”
His voice was mesmerizing. I’d never heard him say so
much so fast.
I
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A memory exploded in front o f me. I’d opened the door to
my parents’ room. I saw my mother’s white, fleshy rear end,
the folds in the skin above it like deep cuts, two stubbly
maroon moles standing out like boulders on a beach. I
wanted to touch them. Then my father’s body, his penis not
erect but red, like a toy, his torso covered with black hair. He
had the covers lifted like a wave about to crash onto my
mother, and he was turning toward her. He looked helpless in
his nudity and shocked at my seeing him. I was so completely
excluded, the sheet hanging there for a second about to cover
them both, my father looking at me. I’d never seen them
naked together; they’d somehow made it clear it was wrong to
be naked together. For a second I was going to run to the bed,
throw myself between them, so when they touched each
other they would also touch me.
“Close the door, Joey,” my father hissed in an ugly, alien
voice. He glared at me, the first time I remember such a
glare. I shut the door, bewildered. I stood there, my heart
beating fast, looking at the shiny brass knob. The sun was
blasting through the window with a new, merciless light.
“But how the hell do you know when you’re twenty-five
what it is you want?” my father was saying now. “Something
you want goes up against something else you want and you
choose. Maybe you don’t see clear enough. You see what I
mean? My father never said two words to me. He was no god
damn father at all. Maybe if he was— ”
He stopped for a second.
“It’s not that I did wrong,” he said then, his voice rising.
“You shouldn’t think I have any regrets. Where would you be
if I hadn’t met your mother? Where would I be? If my father
{
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had been a father— if, if, if. But things add up. Now I’m on
pills, I’m on little god-damned pills. I see a headshrink once
a week. Everything’s changed. I keep wondering what would
have happened if I ’d gone with Dave instead of your mother.
That’s got nothing to do with you, it’s just a thought. But
you can’t live your life because you’re worried. You’re a young
man. What if you aren’t such a lover boy. So what? It isn’t the
whole thing. Make your priorities.”
I wondered how I would ever turn on the light again. I
would have to look at him. How could he stand being looked
at by me? How could I stand being seen by him? Now or ever?
‘‘I’ve never told this to a soul,” he said, his voice shaking a
little, though he tried to hide it by clearing his throat. “I told
you because I want— I don’t want the things to happen to
you that happened to me. Not that I regret anything. But my
father never even told me how to boil water.”
His voice was soft, shaky. He seemed to be concentrating.
My mouth was dry. All I could think about was what he’d said
about me: “What if you aren’t a loverboy.” Why would he say
that? Was there something he could already see, something he
recognized? He’d had those problems and I was his son.
For a second I really wanted to hurt him. I could do it with
what he’d told me.
“You seem— very unhappy lately, Joey. You seem worried.
I didn’t want you to have to face the things I faced. That’s
why I ’m telling you all this. Maybe you’re facing them,
though. Is that it?”
I couldn’t answer.
I was thinking desperately about Dominique, a girl I knew
at school. The night before I’d come home we’d sat together
(
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in a lounge on my floor, sometime past 2:00 AM. The lounge
was bathed faintly in gray light from the windows. Her hair
bowed around her face, her eyes were almost Oriental, brown
and large, and always sad. When she smiled she seemed on
the verge of tears. When she stood in front of me she seemed
unsteady, about to fall forward into my arms. Oh god how I
wanted her to. 1 had spent days in my imagination waiting
for her to do that, to fall into my arms.
In the reflected light her eyes were beautiful but twodimensional. She shook her head, looking through the win
dows. I believed she had been wounded and wanted someone
to save her, protect her. I believed that if I positioned myself
just right she might actually let me do that.
“Dominique? Are you all right?”
Her hair framed her face, covered her eyes. She seemed to
peek out at me from behind a screen.
“O f course I am, baby. Are you?”
She touched my cheek. I wondered if “baby” was loving or
if she really thought of me as a baby.
“Sure. You just look— you look sad. I wondered if you
were.”
She shook her hair from her face and smiled.
“You’re a sweet boy,” she said. She leaned forward and put
her mouth against my cheek. I concentrated on her breath,
her warm lips. She held them there longer than a friendly kiss
should last. It wasn’t an accident— she must have meant
something by it. But it didn’t seem possible that she could
want me that way. I realized I didn’t want her to, wasn’t
prepared for it; I wanted her to almost want me, so I could
stay on the thrilling edge of wanting her. I wondered if some1 1161
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thing was wrong with me.
Then she was crying. I didn’t know what to do.
“Dominique. What— “
She put her face against the couch and I moved across to
her. She pushed her mouth against my shoulder. Her whole
body quivered beautifully with her sobs. I felt the movement
against my chest and stomach. An unfamiliar, wild pleasure
tore through me, as though her hands were inside me, knead
ing and petting. But I was afraid to touch her in any but a
friendly way, afraid of shattering her trust, of other things I
couldn’t name. I held my breath, waiting, wondering again if
there was something wrong with me. Maybe she was won
dering too. Awkwardly, I forced myself to touch her face, try
to shift her head for a kiss, not really because I wanted to but
to prove I was a normal man.
She pushed my hand away. Her hands were so small, the
nails painted red like a little child’s.
“N o,” she said. “I don’t want that.”
“N o,” I said, barely able to keep from sobbing in humilia
tion. “I was just— I didn’t— ”
She looked at me, her almond eyes like glass.
“Oh, baby, I know. I didn’t mean it was bad. I just meant
not now."
I felt my arms die around her.
Now my father sat three feet from me in a darkness I
wished would never lift. I listened to his labored breathing,
like the ticking of a clock nearly unwound.
Blood pounded through my arms and head. I was tired,
lowered myself to the floor, the carpet itchy on my hands,
musty-smelling. My father’s feet were near my face, their
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smell heavy, bringing to mind the thick yellow calluses that
extended from them like extra toes. I remembered playing
with them, running my fingers against the smooth tops of his
feet, then up against the rough yellow-white calluses. I
wanted to touch them now, to lie on the floor playing with
my father’s toes. That desire sickened me. I couldn’t believe
he was that close to me, inches really. Why couldn’t he be
with other women, what was wrong with him? What was
wrong with me? Maybe I was just like him. What if this was
my real future, lying by my father in the dark hearing his
ugly secrets for the rest of my life. Despite what he said I felt
like he wanted that for me. My head was pounding.
“It’s all right, Dad,” I heard myself saying now. “You did
O K .”
I felt like tearing at my own skin. I reached for the light.
It was wicked, bizarre, like coming to the surface after skin
diving but finding everything changed. I had to hold my
breath. He looked shocked, like someone had just slapped
him. Though I’d been home a week he was so much older
than I’d been seeing him in my mind, heavier, the flesh of his
face loosened as though whatever had been holding it toge
ther was gone, his cheeks and lips free to sag and slide. The
couch’s faded gold, the walls’ tarnished yellow seemed taw
dry, cheap, where before they had seemed comfortable. Had I
really spent my whole life here? I stared at the curtain behind
him, extending the length of the couch, its once-bright pas
tels now gray and blurry. It was decorative, purposeless,
covering an empty wall. Once when I was little I decided that
where there was a curtain there must be a room, not a wall. It
was only a matter of finding it. That hidden room became an
I 118)
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obsession, a certainty. I convinced myself that an enchanted
world was there if I could only break into it. I put my hands
on the curtain and tried to push through, then after a while
forgot myself, got mad that the wall wouldn’t give way. I
started whacking at it with flat hands, hard. Those slaps
must have sounded like gunshots in the tiny apartment. My
mother came charging out of the bedroom to see what was
going on. But when she saw me beating on the wall she just
stopped. I stopped too, and waited for her to yell. But she
didn’t. Slowly, I went back to pounding until in a minute I
was whaling away again while she leaned in the doorway,
rubbing her eyes.
My father was looking at me now without sight, his head
tilted to the side, eyes misted over, somnambulist.
“Dad?” I said. “You O K ?”
He came to attention, focused on me.
“I’m fine, Joey,” he said in a suddenly strong voice. “Fine.
I’m sorry I said so much. I’ve been worrying about you.”
I didn’t believe that— I didn’t believe he was thinking of
me at all. I was going to tell him, too. But just then a car’s
headlights flared directly in on us, so intense and close in the
dim lamplight that my blood rushed and for a moment I
braced for a crash. But the car turned sharply and pulled into
the driveway. My mother. I’d forgotten to ask where she was.
I lowered my head like a guilty child. I felt as though we’d
been doing something disgusting. The engine went off, but
for a moment the headlights continued to pour onto the two
of us. After all the darkness that cold light was almost
unbearable.
Finally the lights died. I turned to my father and found
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him looking at me. His face had assumed an expression of
pleading. I didn’t know what he was pleading about. I was
sick of all of it.
Still, I forced myself to smile at him. A moment later as
my mother’s key entered the door I practically shouted at her:
“W hat’s for dinner?” with a fierceness meant to indicate that
was all I wanted to know.
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